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ÀBSTRÀCT

Algorithms have been published which carcurate the risk
of organ complications from radiotherapy dose distribution
by assuming the risk is independent of the spatial distribu-
tion of dose" These algorithms plus one proposed within the

thesis are evaluated on theoretical and crinical dose dis-
tributions and the best ones are recommended for further
research.

First, the fundarnental characteristics of the algorithms
are investigated with step and linear dose disLributions.
Then the algorithrns are investigated with a FORTRÀN IV com-

puter program which uses dose and contour data of a commeri-

cal treatment planning system" Risk of compJ.ication is
investigated for different widths of the dose step, interpo-
lation for missing cr slices and different sets of the tis-
sue response data.

One algorithm is considerably more sensitive to different
widths of the histogram step and overestimated the risk of
sma1l subvorumes; thus it is judged unacceptable for further
research. The midpoint of a dose step yierds more stable
resurts; the risk of complication oscillates about the inte-
gral risk f or di f f erent r+idths of the dose step. so, one

algorithm shourd be modified to use the midpoint rather than

1V



the endpoint" Except for the algorithm shown to overesti-
mate smaIl subvolumes, the relative agreement of the risks
of complication for dose steps with a width of 1% of the

prescribed dose is within 15%" This is considerably less

than the relative agreement of risks from different sets of

t i ssue response data.

The proposed algorithm compared well but offers no advan-

tages plus its definition is complex. OnIy two algorithms
are recommended for further research. The clinical outcome

of alternative organ dose distributions is sucessfully
ranked by the risk algorithms however the absolute value of

the risk cannot be determined with sufficent accuracy to
rank arternative dose distributions until better tissue
response data becomes available.
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Àbreviations

RBE - relative biological effectiveness.
CT computerized tomography"

CRT - cathode ray tube.

CNS - central nervous systern"

CPK - cel1 population kinetic; model to calculate the

surviving fraction of ce11s forlowing irradiation.
NSD nominal standard dose.

CRE - cumulative radiation effect.
TDF - time dose factor.
NCG normal- i zed cumul-at ive gauss ian .

PLE - power law coefficent.
MD - mean dose; equation (3.2)

CPF - complication probability factor; equation (3.4).
SID Schultheiss integral dose; equation (3"9) 

"

HRÀ - histogram reduction algorithm.
VCCP volume corrected complication probability;

equation (4"1)"

ÀP - anterior posteriori beam direction is anterior to
posterior of patient.

PA - posterior anterior"
Rt Lat right laterat.
Lt Lat left lateral.
Wts weights,
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Symbols

Gy rad iat i on dose Joules/Kg 
"

Go - quicesent cells, not in a stage of the celr cycle but

can potentially enter it.
N - number of fractions in the treatment course.

T - total time of a treatment course.

D - dose in ccy.

y - probit; equation (2.3) 
"

Dso - dose producing 50% incidence of complication.
o - defines the steepness of the dose response curve.
k - coefficent of the logistic equations.
Dos - dose producing 5% incidence of complication.
n or PLC - povrer law coef f icent.
PLc(L) power law coefficent for the Lymwor argorithms.
p densi ty.
V - absoLute volume.

Ve - reference volume 
"

v relative volume.

v¡ - relative volume within a dose step.
Di - midpoint dose of a dose step.

Doi - upper endpoint dose of a dose step.
R - percent risk.
RT - total risk of all risks of complication.
ri' - cumulative volume of the dose step.
LymWoI À equation (3.28); a HRÀ.
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Doi' - the biological equivalent dose of two histogram

steps.

LymWol B - equation (3.32) 
"

{o} - a dose distribution
D(v) - dose to a reLative volume v.

O(o) dose to the whol-e organ or a standard volume.

S - ratio of Dso and o

c1 - the sum of v1 and v2 for the two dose step histogram

Dmax the rnaximum dose of a linear dose distribution
which has none of the organ irradiated above it.

Dc (Dr"x + Dnin)/2.

Dmìn the minimum dose of a linear dose distribution
which has none of the organ irradiated below it.

RÀNGE - Drno* - Dmi¡,; equation (5.4).

STEP computer program which calculates the risk of

complication of linear dose distributions.
%1,1ïI max imum i sodose i nc rement that ensures agreement to

within 1% of the converged risk; equation (5.5).
Target Dose - dose prescribed to the target
yc probit of the D..

converged risk the risk of an algorithm carculated from

the histogram with 1000 dose steps.

HSTRSK - computer program which cal-culates the risk of

complication from the dose and contour files
produced by Theraplan version 38.

9S%RANGE - is the maximum dose with cummulative volume

more than 0.975 less the minimum dose with

cumulative volume greater than 0"025;

ix



eguation (6.1 ) "

Do . s z s maximum dose with cumul-at ive voLume more than

0 "975 "

Do.ozs - minimum dose with cumulative volume more than

aD is Doi 
t;::t

CVr cumulative volume of point P1.

CVz cumulative volume of point Pz"

P1 - the l-ower dose point of the steepest part of a

cumulative volume versus dose graph.

P2 - the upper dose point of the steepest part of a

cumulative volume versus dose graph"

EXRÀNGE extrapolated range of the steepest part of

the cumulative volume versus dose graph;

equation (6"2) 
"

MDe - MD calculated with Oo

MD1 - MD calculated with Dr

LymWol Às equation (3"28)

LymWol À1 - equation (3"28) except uses D instead of De

LymWoI Bs equation (3"32)

LymWol Br equation (3"28) except uses D instead of Do

Note: Table 1 on page 80 contains the equations of:
MD1, CPF, SID, VCCP, LymWol Ào and LymWol Bo
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTI ON

since the turn of the century ionizing radiation has been

used to treat patients rvith rnalignant tumours. Many clini-
car and technologicar developments have improved the guality
of life and rong term survivar of cancer patients, yet the
guest to advance continues. standard technigues for each

type, site and stage of cancer have gradualry deveroped

through clinical experience. The unigueness of each case

reguires for radiotherapy the individual determination of
some variables, such as the number, width and angle of the
treatment beams. These variabres (treatment plan) are
selected to meet the objectives of the treatment, and it is
no trival Lask to evaruate the optimum treatment plan from

alternatives. The Methodology of Radiotherapy is briefly
reviewed to characterize the decision process and is for-
lowed by the thesis objectives.

1.1 METHODOLOGY OF RÀDTOTHERÀPY

S.M. Jac kson [ 1 ] , E. C. Easson and R. C. S. pointon lzJ ,
and H. Johns and J. Cunningham t3l al1 discuss in detail t.he

Methodology of Radiotherapy. concepts of the Methodology of
Radiotherapy vary reflecting differences in treatment phi-

t-
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losophy; however, for simpricity only Jackson's methodology

t1l depicted in figure 1 will be reviewed.

Jackson t1l divided the Methodology of the Radiotherapy
into seven categories of decisions. Àfter evaluating the
patient v¡hich includes many steps such as staging of the
tumour etc, the decision to offer a treatment regime is
made. This may or may not include radiotherapy. The deci-
sion to offer radiotherapy often incrudes the subseguent

decisions as well, the treatment objective, definition of
the treatment volume and perhaps even the dose prescription.
À treatment plan must be selected and verified. Finarty the
frequency and type of post-treatment examination must be

dec ided.

These decisions are not mutually exclusive indeed the
treatment objective, tumour type, and patient's status often
restrict the treatments possible. À protocor can be insti-
tuted for a site to reduce the number of the decisions and

ensure consistency. Figure 2 depicts the treatment poricy
of Thyroid carcinoma l7l " Such a protocol once established
simplifies the decision process.

1 .1 " 1 Treatment Obiective

The prirnary advantage of radiotherapy treatment over
arternative modalities is the preservation of both function
and appearance while accomplishing the objecÈive of treat-
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ment." A distinction can be made between radicar and pallia-
t ive treatments.

À radical radiotherapy treatment usually involves a pro-
longed course, with dose such t.hat for the expected prob-

ability of cure the probability of each complication is
acceptable. Figure 3 depicts the observed incidence of tum-

our cure and normal tissue complication as a function of the
prescribed dose. The figure usefully illustrates the con-

cept of an acceptable level of complications. Although a

dose greater than D courd be prescribed to increase the cure

rate, the incidence of complications observed would exceed

the acceptable I imi t .

High incidences of complications such as nausea and diar-
rhoea are acceptable since they are transient and provided

they are not so severe as to interrupt treatment, are akin
to pain and discomfort experienced after surgery lZ). Jack-
son t1 I proposes a classification system of complications
ranked by their severity.

Complication of Convenience correction of complica-

tion requires the patient to remember to take action
such as daily medication, which relieves the symp-

toms.

Complication of Degree - correction of the complica-

tion is impossible; however, the person is abLe to
function without severe disability or threat to Iife.

1.



2 Complicat.ion of Conseguence

disabling complication which

tive action such as surgery

tion can be alleviated.

4

threatening or

drast ic correc-

the compl- ica-

- a life
regui res

i f indeed

ClearIy,

to1 eranc e

another "

i s classi f icat ion

the same condit

rh

of

is

ion

somewhat simplistic since

dif fers from one case to

The objective of palliative treatments is the improvement

of the quality of life for a prolonged duration. In compar-

ison with a radical treatment the duration of a palliative
treatment is shorter and usually less compricated. The dose

is expected to be sufficient to benefit the patient without

causing distressing side-effects of any kind.

1.1 "2 Definiton of Taroet Volume

Following assessment of the extent (generally four stages

are defined) and l-ocation of the disease, the radiotherapist
dec ides on the target vorume or volumes to be treated and

adjacent organs to be protected. The target volume and sen-

sitive organs must be individually delineated for each

patient on account of the variability of the location and

extent of the disease. rnaccurate derineation of the target
voLume, including a safe margin around infiltrating tumours

and involved lymph nodes, is responsible for many instances

of local recurrence t4]. For certain sites the target



changes during

field is used

the course

to boost the

tr
J

of treatment: a smaller treatment

dose to specified locations.

'1 .1 " 3 Dose Prescriotion

Radiation dose is a purery physical unit. that measures

the energy deposited per unit mass" since many factors mod-

ify the biological effect of a radiation dose, a distinction
between 'dose' and 'dose prescription' is employed through-

out this thesis. 'Dose' refers to absorbed radiation dose

as defined above, while 'dose prescription' refers to the

set of parameters specifying a radiotherapy dose. Some fac-
tors infl-uencing the biological effect of a dose are:

1. Particle Type and Energy The Relative Biological
Effectiveness (Ren) of a radiation is the ratio of

the dose from 200 KV x-rays (standard) to the dose

from the radiation in question to produce the same

biological effect. The RBEs of clinical proton beams

range f rom '1 
" 10 to 1 "20 , pion beams range from 1 ,30

to 1.50 while neutrons appear to have different RBE

for acute and late effects of radiation.
Temporal Dynamics of Dose - Occassionally a single,
short radiation treatment will be prescribed. How-

ever most treatments are not so simpJ.e with respect

to the temporal distribution of dose. Cont inuous

treatments usually have either a constant or exponen-

t ial dose rate . À constant dose rate i s usualJ.y

¿"
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detivered over several days with short intervars of
no treatment for nursing care etc. An exponentially
decreasing dose rate allows the implantation of per-
manent radioactive sources or administration of
radioactive isotopes t.o the patient. Fractionated
treatments divide the dose into a number of treat-
ments" Standard daily fractionation is a course of
one treatment per day five times per vreek for several
weeks. Nonstandard fractionation schedules are used

and deviate by either more or less daily fractions.
A split course treatment uses a rest period of at
least severaL days in the middle of a standard daily
fractionation for to allow the partiar recovery of
sensitive organs from acute radiation reactions.

The total treatment time and fractionation of the

dose dramatically affect the efficacy of radiation on

a I iving organ i sm. If the dose remains constant
while the total- treatment time increases, the inci-
dence of a biological endpoint will decrease. This

decrease results from repair of sublethal damage by

the celrs of the organism and repopulation to reprace

cel1s killed t5l. The same processes occur sirnurta-
neously within the tumour"

Patient's History and current status The patient's
medical history and current status greatly infruence
the potency of radiation on the normal tissues, Sur-
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gery, disease, medical condition and chemotherapy are

al1 known additional risk factors.

The dose prescription should incl-ude the particre type

and energy, and the temporal dynamics of the dose; eg" 6500

ccy to the isocenter from 25 MV photon beam in 26 fractions
of 250 ccy over 42 days" The patients with additional risk
factors should be classified by these factors when reporting
the incidence of complications.

The radiotherapist considers the pertinent factors and

decides on the dose prescription by crinical judgement based

on training, experience or perhaps an estabrished protocol.
often the dose prescription specifies the modarity which

will be used, thus the dose prescription and modality are

i nter re lated.

1 "1 "4 Modalities

The different modarities can be divided into two groups:

Teletherapy (gxternar Beam) and Brachytherapy. Brachythera-
py is the treatment of the target volume by pracing radioac-
tive sources near, in contact srith or in the target volume.

The Brachytherapy modalities are:

1 " Interst
d1es,

and can

essary

therapy

itial Implants radioactive sources in nee-

seedsr oF wire are implanted into the target
be pe,rmanent where surgical exposure was nec-

or semipermanent (removed after the course of

).
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Surface Àpplicators - patient s¡ears an applicator
with radioactive sources for several hours a day for
several days.

Intracavitary Àpplicators - radioactive sources are

positioned deeply in the patient through body cavi-
ties alJ-owing treatments of cancer of the uterus,
esophagus, rectum etc " The containers which hold the

sources are positioned and examined radiographically,
following which they can be loaded manually or

remotely.

Radioisotopes - radioactive isotope is administered

to the patient and is selectively taken up by the

target organ. Only some thyroid cancer rnetastases

are treated with a radioisotope (I 1 3 1 ).

Brachytherapy techniques can deriver the prescribed dose

to the target with a rapid dose farroff; however, the lower

cost and radiation exposure to staff are significant advan-

tages in favour of beam therapy.

External beam therapy uses a beam of ionizing radiation
originating exterior to the patient to irradiate a target
volume 

" Àt various research centers patients have been

sucessfully treated with beams of neutrons, protons, pions

or heavy nucrei such as carbon, oxygen, neon etc., but these

are unavailable to the typical radiotherapy department.

Equipment producing photon or el.ectron beams are standard in
most deparLment.s.

2"

4.
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Beam therapy is traditionally crassified into three ener-
gy regions:

Superficial x-ray beams from 50 to 150 KeV energy

range used to treat skin cancers.

Orthovoltage x-ray beams in the 200 - 400 KeV ener-
gy range useful in a few specific cases but mostly

replaced by Megavoltage treatments.

Megavoltage - ionizing radiations greater than 1 MeV,

includes x-rays, cobalt gamma rays, and electrons.

The eguipment used to generate these radiation beams are

x-ray tubes, Telecobalt units containing a cobalt 60 source,

linear accelerators capabre of producing both electron and

photon beams with a maximum erectron energy of up to 35 Mev

and cyclotrons producing beams of protons, neutrons, pions,

or heavy nuclei.

1.1.5 Treatment Planninq

various supportive devices and procedures are used to aid
in the accurate delivery of radiation treatments. These

devices must be individually designed and constructed, and

the order of the procedures and construction of the devices
should be in an organized manner, arranged by the effect one

procedure may have on another t6]. These procedures and

devices are discussed by their purpose.

1.

2.
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Target Localization and Treatment Simulation

10

The

target voLume or volumes and critical tissues must be

localized within the patient. The procedures neces-

sary vary and can include measurements of the

patient's external contour, radiographs, and Comput-

erized Tomography (CT) scans of the treatment voLume.

Some of these procedures are used for patient assess-

ment, and such data are useful- for treatment plan-
ni.ng. The position of the target volume and critical
tissues can be verified radiographically with an

X-ray simulator" Às well as verifying the 1ocaliza-
tion of the Larget volume, the treatment setup is
checked and the marking of the patient or a beam

direction sheIl is done (see next paragraph).

Patient Restraint and positioning - Even for a single
treatment, the part of the patient being treated
should be stationary. The prescribed treatment plan

will be precise if immobilization of the treated vol-
ume with respect to the radiation source is assured

and reproducibility of daily treatment setup for mu1-

t iple t reatment reg imes i s fac i le . Some common

devices or techniques used to achieve irnmobilization
and/or reproducibility are head rests, surface mark-

ings on the sk in r pat ient spec i f ic moul-ds to f ix the
position of radioactive sources and beam direction
sherls f or smal-1 f ierd treatments, ref er to 17l f or

diagrams of these devices.
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Shields Sometimes for beam therapy nonstandard

radiation fields are specified for the treatment vol-
ume. Various techniques are used to shape the field
to protect nontarget areas from unnecessary dose"

For photon beams lead blocks can be cut out and posi-
tioned on shadow trays, l-ocated 15 to ZO cm f rom the

patient so that secondary electrons are not a prob-

lem" For electron beams lead cutouts can be placed

directly on the surface of the skin.

For Brachytherapy treatments (interstitiar, intracavitary
and surface applicators) the parameters that need to be

decided are the number, strength and location of the sourc-
es. The Manchester system uses established 'rul-es' for the
patterns of the radioactive sources which produce relatively
uniform distributions over the treated surfaces or vorumes

except close to the sources. For these arrangements graphs

or tabres of data allow simple cal-culation of the dose dis-
tribution. Hendee discussed in
practice of Brachytherapy t8l.

detail the computation and

conventionally, a patient is usually planned on an axial
cross section at the centre of the vorume to be treated
(mid-pIane)" These cross sections consist of an externar
contour of the patienL plus those of the targeL and speci-
fied tissues or organs at risk (figure 4) " sometimes con-

tours from one or more levers are superimposed onto the mid-

plane and a new contour which is the composite is defined

3.



(refer to figure 5). Treatment

patient's internal structures

contours " For sone cases Lwo

12

planning proceeds as if the

consist of these composite

or more cross sections are

used (multiplane planning), but generalJ.y the number of

cross sections is kept to a minimum.

Rarely can a single beam adequately irradiate the com-

plete target v¡ithout compromising the adjacent normal tis-
sue" Consider the parameters that affect the dose distribu-
tion for the straightforward case of a single beam. The

beam energy affects the dose distribution. The depth of the

target determines the required beam energy and the dimen-

sions of the beam are determined from those of the target.
The angle of the beam depends on the location of the target
with respect to the patient's internal structures.

In some instances the dose distribution can be modified

favourably if a compensator or bolus is praced betv¡een the

radiation source and the patient.

Compensators - are blocks of high density material
with the thickness adjusted to compensate for the

missing tissue of an irregular surface. The compen-

sator adjusts the isodose lines of the dose distribu-
tion to be perpendicular Lo the beam axis.
Bolus - is shaped to fit on the skin surface so that
the skin receives the maximum radiation dose. Fur-

ther details can be found in t3l pages 389 and 390.

1.

2,
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Às noted previously, a single beam rarely irradiates
adguately the complete target. Figure 6 illustrates t.he

advantage of multibeam plans for deep targets" Briefly some

concepts for multiple beam treaLments are presented.

1. Isocentric Technique - arrangement of the beam axes

to intersect at a common point referred to the iso-
center.

Parallel Opposed Fields - a pair of fields entering
the patient directly opposed such that the beam axes

are co11 inear.

Four FieId Box Technique two pairs of paraltel
opposed fields with beam axes intersecting at right
angles.

Beam Weights - the prescribed dose is divided among

the beams, the contribution of each beam expressed as

a reÌative weight.

Wedges - large dose variances can occur at the inter-
section of two angled fields, the appropriate wedges

remove some of the nonuniformities.

Beam treatments are complex to plan especially if several

beams are required. However for each site (eg. pelvis) only

some of the standard beam configurations need to be consid-

ered and with some experience one or two basic plans can be

selected before detailed planning begins. Easson and poin-

ton l2l and Slater t6l discuss in further detail the process

of beam planning"

2"

3.

¿.

tr
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1 "1 "6 Optimization

once the value of arr the variabres such as the beam

weights and angles etc. have been serected the dose distri-
bution is carculated. various argorithms are used to calcu-
rate the dose distribution, either manually or more commonly

with the aid of a treatment planning program. wood t9l and

cunningham [10] discuss the various algorithms which can be

used.

conventionally the dose distribution is disprayed in the

form of isodose lines: the doses are normalized to the dose

of the dose prescription and points of egual dose are con-

nected. The cross sections of the patient with selected
isodoses superimposed on it are disprayed on a cRT or prot-
ted on paper 

"

The ideal dose distribution would have a tumoricidal dose

throughout the target and zero dose to nontarget tissues,
but this ideal case is a technical impossibility. The actu-
a1 dose distribution must be evaluated in relationship to

this ideal and then compared with alternative plans. This

is definitely a nontrivial task and tends to be subjective
and may be biased by personal preference. rt is difficult
enough comparing only the mid-plane isodose plots but is
even more tedious and difficult comparing isodose plots for
multiple pranes" Goitein [11] notes that unress the infor-
mation cont,ained in the dose distribution is presented in a



more luc id manner than t.he i sodose plot
ning is impractical.
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3D-treatment plan-

several simplistic presentations have been deveroped.

Dose difference - one dose distribution is subLracted

from an alternative one and the dose difference is
displayed on a CRT or plotted on paper [11] "

Images of regret Criteria to evaluate the dose dis-
tributions are defined prior to the planning process
(step 5 of figure 1 ) " The criteria are a dose limit
for every specified tissue, as well as upper and low-
er ones for the target " Areas which do not satisfy
the defined dose criteria are visually flagged with
an appropriate colour llZ and 131.

continuous dose A scale of colour is allocated to
the dose between isodose lines, and superimposed on

the cross section's anatomy.

3D dose di splay - À 3D s imul_at i on of the i sodose

lines of the dose distribution is displayed on a vid-
eo monitor 1141.

Dose histograms À histogram plot of the dose dis-
tribution in the patient, target and specified organs

[15].

1"

2.

4"

Dose differences, images of regret, and continuous dose arI
have the drawback that they must be repeated for each prane.

The interpretation of dose differences and histograms are
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uncl-ear. Images of regret have the advantage that at least
some of the criteria of evaluation are specified.

The definition of the criteria to evaluate alternative
prans is also not trivial, and their rerative importance and

definition will differ depending on the radiotherapist. rf
objective criteria are defined, then agreement of the dose

distribution with them can be caLculated by a computer.

Hope and Orr t16l first introduced the concept of a score

function to optimize treatment planning. Since then many

have been proposed l21l etc. Several computer programs have

been proposed which will optimize an objective function (a

function of several score functions) by linear or quadratic

techniques 122 and 231 etc. Ragan l24l concisely reviewed

the fundamentals of score functions.

The true optimum plan

the clinical effects of

si s ) rather than some

attempts to calculate the

tribution are reviewed in

would be based on an evaluation of

the dose distribution (nisX Ànaly-

physical parameter. Ðifferent
clinical effects of the dose dis-
Chapter 3.

1.1.7 Treatment Verif ication and Follor+-Un

Treatment plans are complex

there needs to be a system to
plan is correctly delivered.

to monitor the dose received

to prepare and de1

verify that the

In vivo dosimetry

at spec i f ic poi

iver, thus

prescribed

can be used

nts of the
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patient, and so for this purpose thermoluminence dosimeters

(ff,Os) are carefully positioned before treatment and removed

after Lreatment. This is possible for the same sites as

intracavitary brachytherapy, while the dose to any point of

the patient's skin can easily be monitored. The beam setup

and locaLization of the target volume can be verified during

the course of treatment by resimulation or with portal

films. Ideally the portal and simulation films should have

the same magnification. The portal films have poor contrast

but can distinguish between bone and soft tissue. Ànatomi-

cal- landmarks in the portal and simulator films can be

aligned thus checking the beam setup and target localiza-
tion. On-line portal imaging systems are presently being

developed so that treatment interruption and immediate cor-

rective action are possible [25]. In addition the patient's
response to therapy and that of the tumour should be moni-

tored for unusual radiosensitivity or radioresistance.

Àfter treatment the patient must be routinely examined

for local recurrence or distant metastases. The long term

side effects of the treatment should also be monitored and

recorded "
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1 "2 OBJECTIVE OF THESIS

The review of the Methodology of Radiotherapy puts into
perspective the selection of the optimal treatment plan from

several alternatives as but one crucial decision in a chain

of many. The goal- of this thesis is to compare algorithms

of risk analysis on theoretical and clinical organ dose dis-
tributions for specified conditions. Each algorithm will be

evaluated in terms of the need for further research based on

its merits and disadvantages"

Chapter 2 explains the various dose response models pro-

posed, while Chapter 3 reviews the algorithms that have been

used to calculate risk of complication to an irradiated vol-
ume using the dose response models. Chapter 4 proposes a

possible risk analysis method. Chapter 5 compares the risk
algorithms for two types of organ dose distributions; those

which only have two doses (a dose-volume histogram with two

steps) and those which are linear. Chapter 6 presents the

methodr !€sults and conclusions of a comparison of the

algorithms on clinical dose distributions.
presents the conclusions of the thesis"

Chapter 7
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Pt Evaluation

No Radiotherapy

Target Volume

Dose & Modality

Treatment Plan

Verification

Follow Up

Figure 1: Radiotherapy Decision Tree

The fierd of radiotherapy hqs many different techniques fortreating cancer. This siTprifiéd Decision Tree 'depicts
Jackson's Methodology of radiotherapy t1l. The evaluãtionof !h. patient includes many stepsr-however it is not neces-sarily complete before the decision to offer radiotherapy ischosen, but definitery shourd be so before determininä'ttã
Treatment objective. The decision to offer radiothérapyoften includes Lhe Treatment objective, Target vorume andperhaps the Ðose prescription and t¿odality" -
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Thyroid Cancer

Stage lll A lV

Differentiated

Radiotherapy

ancl/or

l-131 ablation

lodine tracer

after 3 weeks

l-131 Tx

Further Tx
with l-131

Figure 2: Thyroid Treatment policy

À treatment poricy for stage rrr or rv rhyroid cancer l2l"The protocol guides the patient's therapy and eases thedecision process once estabLished.
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Figure 3: Uncomplicated Cure

This diagram depicts schematically the observed incidence of
tumour cure and normal tissue complication as a function of
the prescribed dose" Representing these incidences as a
function of one variable is at best an oversimpLification
and often the error bars of the fitted points are large.
However, the diagram stil1 usefully illustrates the concept
of an acceptable level of complications" Although a dose
greater than D could be prescribed to increase the cure
rate, the incidence of complications observed woul-d exceed
the acceptable limit for this complication 5%.

o
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Figure 4i An Àxial Cfoss Section

The above example of an axial cross section consists of
an external contour prus four internals" contour 1 repre-
sents the target while the other internal contours represenL
sensitive organs at risk" The ideal treatment pran has theappropriate isodose (target dose) exactJ-y oveilapping thecontour of the target with no significant dose to the sensi-tive organs.
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Figure 5: Composite Contours

The composite of contour 1 would be the union set of thecontours of the mid-prane (u) and 1 cm above and below ( tt+lalq M-1 respectively ). rf contour 1 is the target then theobjective is to irradiate the composite target contour tothe target dose with an insignificant dose tõ the sensitiveorgans.. The position of the spinal cord can vary considera-bly as illustrated by contour 2" only the contour closestto the target within the beam and the mid-plane contour areusually considered.
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I

I

Il

Figure 6: Multibeam Dose Distribution

_ Àn example of a dose distribution 1 cm below the midplane
for a prostate treatment plan with the Àp, right lateral andleft lateral weighted tr*ice as much as the pÀ beam. The
dose distribution is displayed as points of egual dose con-
nected and drawn as an isodosel the 50, 70, 90, and 1OO%
isodoses relative to the midplane isocentre dose are drawn
above "



Chapter I I

DOSE RESPONSE

2 " 1 INTRODUCTION

rt is not an easy task to determine an analytical expres-
sion relating the absorbed dose to the biol_ogical response
of different tissues, especially if partiar volume and time
fractionation effects are to be adequatery described. How-

ever, such an expression is an essential pre-reguisite for
risk analysis, and a number of authors have described dif-
ferent approaches to the problem.

in thi s sect ion.
Their work is summarized

2.2 BTOLOGTCÀL RESPONSE TO RADTOTHERÀPY

Tissues are heterogeneous, composed of cells rvhich carry
out its functions (parenchymal), supportive elements such as

connective tissue, and blood vessers which transport the
metabolites to the parenchymar cells 1261" Irradiation at
therapeutic leveLs diminishes the physiorogicar functíons of
a tissue or organ. The time period of this decrease in
function can be: acute (before Lreatment ends), intermedi-
ate (soon after treatment ends) or late (months or even

Often acute radiation injury healsyears after treatment) 
"

25
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while late radiation injury is chronic. Along with other
factors, the extent and permanence of this decrease in func-
tion determines the radiation dose to the normal tissues
that is acceptable.

Irradiation of cells causes many biorogical effecLs.
However the standard radiotherapy dose prescriptions mainly
affect the ceÌlu1ar reproductive capacity 127) " One current
approach exprains the impairment of physiological function
as a direct conseguence of the Loss of reproductive integri-
ty of the proliferative cells [26]. The early radiation
ef fect for t i ssues composed of prol i ferat ive parenchymal

ce1ls (such as the epidermis, mucosa of the gastrointestinal
tract) depends primariry on destruction or mitotic inhib-
ition of parenchymal celrs. The loss of function in tissues
composed of postmitotic parenchymal cells (liver, kidney,
muscle and central nervous system (cNs)) are late effects
and are proposed to be secondary effects to the loss of
reproductive integrity in the vascular or connective tissue.
changes initiated in the vascular tissue may actually
increase in severity in the months and years fcllowing
radiotherapy. Thus for a nonproJ-iferative tissue such as

cNS, loss of reproductive integrity to the neurogilial
cells and the endotherial celrs affects the function of the
fu11y di f ferent iated neurons .

Tumours are heterogeneous; a smarl volume in a tumour may

consist of proriferative, resting or Go, differentiating,



end state, and dying cells.
27

However tumours lack the com-

partmentalized structure of normal tissue. The prorifera-
tive cells divide at a rate limited by their inherited char-
acteristics and the availibility of nutrients. Appropriate
stimuli causes the Go cells to enLer the cell cycle and

subsequently proli ferate. The aim of a radiation treatment
regime is to destroy the cancerous cerrs in the target vol-
ume. Indeed a definitive treatment will be unsuccessful if
any cells retain their reproductive integrity, since the
poss ibi 1 i ty of local recurrence ex i sts.

Regardless of the mechanisms of the ross of physiological
function or radiation injury in the tissues, the ability to
predict the extent and permanence of the loss of function
has considerable practical importance in the evaruation of
treatment prans. often the vulnerability of the normal tis-
sues determines the dose that can be safely delivered to the

target" Equally important is the prediction of the dose at
which tumour cells retain their reproductive integrity.

2.3 SURVIVING FRÀCTION MODELS

The surviving fraction of cells will deLermine the radia-
tion response if this response is dependent on the amount of
damage rather than the spatial distribution of damage. The

course of an externar radiotherapy regime normally extends

over several weeks, and so the processes of repair and repo-
pulation between treatments need to be considered l+hen ca1-

culating the surviving fraction"
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several models which calculate the surviving fraction of
celrs following radiation have been proposed, such as those

by Dougras and Fowler l28l , and Graffman lzg) " The cell
population kinetic (cpn) model suggested by cohen l30l
determines the cell survival in both tumours and normal tis-
sues. cohen has written a number of computer programs using
the cPK moder " one of these programs can convert the level
of survivar to a probit value representative of the prob-
ability of a selected reaction.

Àlthough the cpK model has a scientific basis, attractive
features and a realistic cellular lethality algorithmr âs

yet the many parameters cannot be determined with the accu-
racy necessary to make the moder clinically acceptable.
rmprovemenL in the analysis of this complex problem is
expected when more reriabre data becorne avairable.

EMPIRICAL MODELS

.1 Clinical Data

can a response function be derived which defines the
probability of injury or recurrence as a function of the
appropriate variabres? In principle, anatysis of the
patient's response to radiotherapy could lead to response

functions with or without basis in the radiobiology of the
underlying processes. The responses occur during the course

of normal clinical treatments and are observed retro-
spectivery and in many cases the reLevance and reliability
of the data is less than ideal"

2"4

2.4
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Many retrospective clinical studies have been published

v¡hi.ch can be used to determine points on the response curve

for a normal tissue or specific tumour [¡l and 32] " Some of
the problems encountered with these data are:

1" À homogeneous tumour population is necessary to gen-

erate a useful and accurate response curve t4].
Hence each data point requires a large number of
patients with similar staging of tumours, similar
treatment technigues and dose prescriptions aIl of
which require a project of considerable extent and

durat i on to ensure stat i st ical accuracy .

Tumors are not homogeneous in composition so differ-
ent regions of the tumour may have different radios-
ensitivities lzg , 33 and 341 "

The targets in retrospective crinical data rnay have

simil-ar and fairly uniform dose distributions but Lhe

dose distributions in the sensitive organs depend on

the Ìocal- anatomy of the patient.
The same clinical faciLity often treats within a nar-
row dose range, thus restricting the range for which

the response function can be determined.

stochastic risks are often ignored, even those known

to increase the risk of complication such as prior
boweL surgery in sites of bowel irradiation [35]. Àn

individual's response function is much steeper than a

group of individuals because of a distribution of

¿.

?

4.

R
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toLerances from these stochastic factors. Therefore

individuals should be grouped by their common sto-
chastic factors.

Coalescing data from severaL facilities, such as has been

done by Dewit [36] to improve the statistical uncertainty
and overcome the problem of local- narrow dose ranges, is no

easy task due to the lack of consistency between different
facilities. clinical studies classify the observation of

cornpl icat ions for each pat ient into two categor ies. The

radiotherapist eval-uates each patient, and if the norrnaL

tissue damage exceeds some specified level then a treatment

complication is deemed to have occured" But the specified
leve1 varies so data from different facilities will be use-

ful only if the same critical levels are evaluated.

2.4"2 Time-Dose ModeIs

The published clinical studies contain inforrnation on the

time-dose dependence needed to formulate a dose-rate depen-

dent response curve t361. However, the inclusion of dose-

rate into the derivation of the response curve is a complex

problem and is not within the scope of this thesis" One

advantage of using clinical data is that the mechanisms of

cell kinetics, radiosensitivity and similar effects need not

be considered, but on the other hand knowledge of these

mechanisms may suggest superior or alternative treatment

strategies "
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several- empiricar time-dose models have been proposed and

reviewed lgl and 381 " The more established ones being the

nominar standard dose (Nsn) by Erlis [39], the cumulative
radiation effect (CRE) by Kirk et al [40] and the time dose

factor (ror) by orton l+t1. The NSD equation is:
NSD = D N-o'24 1-0'11 (2"1)

and like all time-dose moders converts the physica] dose for
a given fractionation N and total time T into a biorogical
effective equivalent. Orton [32] suggested organ specific
coefficents for the fractionation and totar time as well as

a volume correction factor furthering the appricability of

thi s concept .

The desirabilty of a biological effective eguivarent
becomes apparent when dose prescriptions with different
fractionation or total time are compared. However, ". ...no
reliable time-dose model has yet been constructed, Even the

most successfur of the models so far deveroped have been

seriousry frawed and have been useful onry under rimited
conditions" l38l " The problem of time-dose moders will not

be considered within the scope of this thesis.

2"4"3 Dose-Volume Equations

To find the optimum dose distribution of a specific
treatment regime, a biologicar effective eguivarent is not

required but rather only a response function with dose and

volume as variabres, several equations ç¡ith al1 the vari-
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ables constant except the dose have been developed to pre-
dict the probability of a specific response.

one equation, the normarized cumulative gaussian (¡¡cc)

[45] has been used to represent the probability of a compli-
cation as a function of dose p(D) and is defined as:

p(D) = (ZIil-o'u Jv exp(-yz/2) dy (2.2)

with y defined as:

y = {D - D5o(v)}/o(v) (2.3)

The interpretation of eguation (2.2) is that 50 percent of
the patients exposed to a dose of Dso develop the specified
treatment-rerated complication. The value of o defines the
steepness of the response curve.

Several logistic models have been

Schultheiss et aI l42l used the follow
P(D) =1 / (1 + (Duo/o) k

proposed [42 and 43] .

ing l-ogistic:
(2 .4)

is mathemati-

for the NCG.

l-culated f rom

which is more convenient than the NCG since it
cally simpler. The Dso has the same meaning as

The k is complication specific and can be ca

any two data pairs such as Dso and De5.

Figure 7 graphs the above dose response functions for the
same varue of Dso and ø (8000 and 1000 ccy respectively).
clearly the difference between the tv¡o equations is insig-
nificant for doses less than Dso, since Lyman and Goitein
Is+¡ observed that the dose response data shows a tendency

to be quantized in 5 Gy increments.
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The Power Law Eguation (pr,g) was deveroped to calculate
the skin t,orerance dose for a different treatment area 144) "

since then many power law volume effect equations have been

proposed. A general pLE l32l is:
o(v) = D(o)v- n (2"s)

Here a standard volume ve is irradiated to D(o) and is the

biological equivarent dose of D(v)given to volume v relative
to Vs. Figure I graphs o(o) /o(v) as a f unction of n the
power law coef f icent ( pr.C ) , which is tissue specific" If
the PLc equars 0 then there would be no vorume effect. Às

the PLC increases so does the volume effect. Most tissues
have a coefficent around 0"1 l32l and thus a small- volume

ef fect .
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Figure 7: NCG and Logistic Dose Response Equations

Figure 7 graphs the NCG and Logistic dose response func-
tions for the same value of Dso (8000 cGy) and o (1000 cGy).
The value of k (12"59) is calculated by solving equation(2"2) for D and substituting into equation (2.4)- wfrich is
solved for k. The NCG and logistic are matched at Dos, this
is logical since often the Dso and Dos âr€ published.
clearly the difference between the two equations can be made
insignificant for doses less than 8000 ccy since the accura-
cy of the dose response data is around 500 ccy for typical
dose prescriptions.
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Figure 8: Volume Effect as a Function of n

. Figure I graphs D(o) /n(v) as a function of n, which istissue specific. rf the pLc equals 0 then there would be no
volume effect. As the pl,c increases so does the volumeeffect" Most tissues have a coefficent around 0.1 l3ZJ andthus a small volume effect. No tissue has a coefficent that
exceeds 0.65.
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Chapter I I I

R]SK ALGORITHMS

3. 1 INTRODUCTION

À dose distribution describes the deposition of the dose
(a physical parameter) with respect to the spatial coordi-
nates of the patient's internal- anatomy" rdeal1y, the
treatment plan chosen from several aLternatives should be

determined by the clinical effects of the dose distribution
throughout the patient if the optimal one is to be selected.
Recall from section 1.1.3 that the biological effectiveness
of the radiation dose depends on various parameters such as

particre type, etc. Thus even the simplest case of alterna-
tive homogeneous dose distributions in a region of uniform
response could be compared with a single objective function
such as risk, onry if corrections for differences in these
parameters are considered.

The comparison of actual clinicar dose distributions is
far more complicated.

1 " The contours of

radiation dose at

If these tissues

tion,
regions

they can

sensitive tissues which limit the

a specific site must be demarcated.

do not respond un i f ormJ.y to radia-
in principle be subdivided into

of uniform response.

36
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dose dis-of a homogeneous

Ànother simple parametric representation
tribution throughout a sensitive tissue, i
(¡o) which has the f orm:

2" cl
tr

inically,
ibution is

the occurence

most unl i keIy.

evaluation ofSo a system for the

butions is reguired.
heterogeneous dose distri-

3.2 SCORE FUNCTIONS

score functions have been used to evaruate heterogeneous

dose distributions Il g - n] . Most attempts have onLy con-
sidered functions for evaluating the target but some score
functions have been proposed for non-target sensitive tis-
sues Ilg and 21] or all tissue t4gl. A simple volumetric
score function was suggested by Mayneord t4gl in I 940.

Mayneord defined the Intesral Dose as:

ïntegralDose=pEDiV; (3.1)
which is just the total energy absorbed by the patient from

the treatment. Each absolute vorume vi is irradiated to a

dose Dir while p is the density of the tissue. The value of
vi's were calculated throughout the treatment volume but
this can easily be modified to any crosed contour such as an

organ or target volume.

¡4Di = (> V;

A fraction of the sensiLi

E vi
is i

D¡

ve

)/Evi=
tissue vi

of the dose dis-
s the Mean Dose

D; (3 "2)
rradiated within
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each dose step (ooí - Dei+r). The size of the dose steps
depends on the treatment planning system" The value of V1

could be relative to some standard vorume ve but throughout
this thesis it is normalized so that:

E vi = '1 (3"3)

For each Di the corresponding vi can be plotted in the form
of a histogram as shown in f igure 9 The ¡,fDi weights each

dose Di according to the corresponding partial volume vi,
and thus transforms the dose-volume histogram into a single
variabre. since the t"D is not a unique function of the
dose-volume histogram its usefulness especially for large
dose variations is questionable t3gl "

Hope, orr and corleagues llg - z0l have defined six score
functions and combined them into a single objective function
whose minimum was identified as the optimal treatment pran.
Their score functions were target dose gradient, tumour to
incident dose ratio, Integral Dose, a function defining the
shape of the Lreatment area, dose to sensitive tissues, and

dose to areas identified as possible tumour extension.
since their work various algorithms incruding iterative,
linear, least squares, quadratic and nonrinear approaches

have been developed to optimize some defined object.ive func-
tion lEg - s4l.

All of these functions

certain characteristics a

are based on conventional wisdom,

re identified as desirable for a

not address, however; the clinicaltreatment pIan" They do



outcome or effectiveness'in
Thus the relation of the

objective funct.ion and the

remains unknown.

?ó

terms of biologicaÌ measures.

optimal treatment based on an

optimal treatment clinically

3.3 INTEGRÀL RESPONSE MODELS

These moders, like score Functions, caLculate an objec-
tive f unction to aid in the eval-uation of a treatment plan,
however; these objective functions attempt to predict the

likelihood of occurence (risk) of a clinically revelant com-

plication and thus are a fundamentarly different approach.

Integral Response Models assume the total risk of complica-
tion of a heterogeneously irradiated sensitive tissue can be

calculated from the risk of complication of subvolumes of
that sensitive tissue" Models utilizing this assumption

proposed by oritschilo and covrorkers [55] and schultheiss
and coworkers lqZ , 46 and 47) will be discussed.

3.3"1 Complication Probabilitv Factor

The complication probabiritv Factor (cer), initiarly pro-
posed by Oritschilo and coworkers ISS1, after some modifica-
tion is now defined ISS and 571 as:

ft = li "(o¿ 
),, i\1oo% or tl P(D)dv]100% (3.4)

where R is the risk of comprication of the sensitive tissue
and vi is Lhe fractionar vorume of the sensitive tissue at
dose Ði. The cPF risk is the sum of each fractional volume
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v; Þreighted by its probability of comprication to the whole

sensitive tissue P(Di)" Note that the dose response equa-

tion must be known for each complication for the correct
fractionation scheme and particle type etc. unless correc-
tion factors are known

Às noted by Schultheiss and coworkers l4zl this model

uses Integral Probability rather than Integral Ðose. The

cPF moder assumes the risks are additive, thus the risk can

exceed 100% and is unbounded. This unboundedness can be

corrected t56l by modifying equation (3.4) to:
R = [1 - ni(1 {p(oi) v¡})}100% (3"5)

Figure 10 graphs p(or)v; for the 1ogistic of figure 7 as

a function of partial volume. The risk of comprication even

at doses much greater than Dso (8000 cGy) cannot be greater
than v x 100%, which intuitively appears questionable for
large partial voLumes. An important assumption postulated
in the derivation of the cpF formura was that the dose vari-
ed over a limited range and that the vorume increments are

smalr [56]. These conditions limit the practicality of the

CPF model.

3 "3 "2 Schult.heiss Intesral Ðose (srp) Model

46 and 471 have proposed

which they have shown can

Schultheiss

a more general

and coworkers l+Z ,

model than the CPF,



be derived from a first approximaLion to
aIl Integral Ðose models, each subvolume

dent from adjacent volumes [39].
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their model " Like

is assumed indepen-

Homoqeneous Dose Distributions : À homogeneously irradiated
sensitive tissue is divided into N eguar subunits each with
fractional volume: v = y/yo , where ve is the reference voL-

ume of the sensitive tissue. The function p(Drv) is the
probability of occurence of a specific injury in the sensi-
tive tissue for the fractionar volume v irradiated at dose

D.

The probability that the organ will not be injured is:
1 - P(Drv). If a1l the N subvolumes are irradiated to dose

D then the probability that the organ wirl escape injury is:
1 - p(D,1) = tl - p(o,l/N)lN (3.5)

and v equals 1/¡¡" If M subvolumes are irradiated to dose D

then the probability that the organ will escape injury is:
1 - p(p,r"r/H) = {l le(o,1/N)l}M (3.7)

By setting v = ¡r/N, solving equation (3.6) f or p(D,1/N),

substituting inLo equation (g.z) and rearranging, it can be

shown that:
P(D,v) = 1 - tl e{o,t )iv (3.g)

Equation (3.8) can be used to calcurate the probability of
inducing a specific injury to the sensitive tissue if the
partial volume v is irradiated to dose D. only the dose

response function for the entire organ is required to caÌcu-
late the probability for any partial vorume. Figure 1i



graphs tl p(¡) lv as

of figure 7 Às v

risk of compJ-ication
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a function of v for the Iogistic p(D)

decreases the dose reguired to keep the

constant increases.

Heteroqeneous Dose Distributions : The

theiss Inteqral Dose (sro) model also accounts for
neous dose distributions for which eguation (3.9)

fied as follows:

R = {l - r¡ Il p(D¡,1) i'}-'ooz (3.9)
The r i sk of compl icat i on can be cal-culated as long as

P(Dir1) and the vi are known. If more than one sensitive
tissue is irradiated then the total probabirity of comprica-
tions is calculated by:

Rr = tr - rr¡ ni t1 p¡ (D¡,r)luu \1oo% (3.10)

For each organ (jl the probability of injury from the treat-
ment P is computed for each Dí even if vi is zero for the
organ" schultheiss notes that in the future the weight of
each complication could be modified by a morbidity factor,
but currentJ.y suggests a default of unity 1421 .

Relationship to the CpF: The first order approximation to
equation (3.8) is:

P(D,v)

which is the CPF model

imation i f :

= v p(D,1)

and is valid as a first

Schul -

heteroge-

is modi-

(3"11)

order approx-

1" P(D, 1 )

CPF and SID models for a

graphs for the same p(D) the

v of 0.75 and 0.25. Às dose
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increases the cPF breaks down as an approximation to
the SrD model, thus subdividing the sensitive tissue
into smaller subvol-umes does not necessariry varidate
eguation (3"11).

2" the probability of complication is linearly propor-
tional to the volume of tissue irradiated, which is
inconsistent with the pLE.

Relationship to the PLE: À general isoeffect equation can

also be derived from eguation (3.8). Every partial volume

irradiated to dose D(v) has the same isoeffect (probabirity
of complication) as a dose D(o) to the whole sensitive tis-
sue. Expressed mathemat ica11y thi s i s :

P(D(o) ,1 ) = p(D(v) ,v)

Substituting equation (3.12 ) and

eguation (3"8) gives:

1/ lt+ (o(o ) /Dso) -kl =1-{ i- 11 / (1+ [D( v) /ouo] -k ) I iv (3.13)

which can be solved for D(v) giving the following eguation:
D(v) = Dso { [1 + (p(o) /Dso¡-k11/v- 1]-1/k (3.14)

Remember that Dso is the dose to the whol-e sensitive tissue
which induces a 50% complication rate. This relationship
between the isoeffect doses D(v) and D(o) is obviousry more

complicated than equation (z.s) trre pLE" The tissue specif-
ic PLE can be derived by rearranging the equation (3"i3) to:

[1+(¡(v) /ouo) -k] = 1+(p (o) /ouo) -k

(3"12)

equation (2.4) into

(3.1s)

and then taking the first bionominal expansion of the equa-

tion assuming (o(v) /oso ) <<1 :



o(v)=D(o)v-Ll f<

This assumption is only valid if
should be used only for doses

result in a smal1 probability
the whole sensitive organ.

Like

ra tely
not be

risk of

overall

to

of

e(n(v), 1)<<1.

the volume v

compl icat ion
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(3"16)

Thus the PLE

which would

if given to

3 "4 HISTOGRÀM REDUCTION ALGORITHMS

The Histoqram Reduction Àlqorithms (gn¡) defined and

investi.gated by Lyman and worbarst l45l differ significantl-y
from the integral- dose moders previousry reviewed in this
section"

t"

2"

As the name suggests, these HRA are algorithms rather
than models.

The HRÀ convert a multistep histogram of a dose dis-
tribution into a single dose-volume datum pair repre-

sentative of a homogeneous dose throughout the whole

volume. From this dose-volume datum pair a probabil-
ity of complication is computed for the dose distri-
bution while the integral- dose models compute the

total risk of complication of the dose distribution
from risks to the subvolumes.

the integral dose models the HRÀ are evaluated sepa-

for each region of uniform response (which may or may

an organ) within the irradiated volume, and then the

complication of each organ (n¡ ) is combined into an

risk of complication (nr) 
"
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RT - 1 - nj(t - Rj) (3.17)

Lyman and wolbarst [45] have suggested that the risk of
local recurrence from the target or metastases be included
into the overall risk of complication.

The dose-vorume response function chosen by Lyman and

worbarst used the NcG (refer to section 2"4"3) and the pLE.

The PLE converts the 50% torerance dose for the whol-e organ
(Dso(1) ) to the corresponding 50% torerance dose for the
partial volume v.

Dso(v) = Dso(1) v-n (3"19)

The o(v) of the dose response for the partiar volume v is
defined as:

o(v) = mDso(v) (3.1e)

rf m is independent of v then onJ-y one dose response equa-

tion for a particurar volume will be reguired to define the
whole P (D,v) surface. Lyman and Goitein tsgl fixed the

value of m at 0"1 for arl organs, ât least until the data

needed to determine the value of m are acguired. The dose-

vorume response function p(Drv) for a homogeneous dose irra-
diating a partial volume v is the NCG and is written as:

P(D,v) = p(y) = (2n) -o's i exp( -y2/Z) dy

y = (P - Dso(v)) /o(v)

( 3.20 )

(3 .21)
This dose-volume response function must be determined from

known response data for the same time-fractionation treat-
ment regime.



The histograms defined by Lyman and Wolbarst lq

dose-cumurative-volume histograms ilrustrated in fi
(a). However they approximated the dose distribution
the dose step Doi+r to Doi (Doi > Do!+r) by dose Doi

the dose-cumulative-volume histograms are misleading
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5l are

gure 1 3

within

, thus

in t.his

assump-respec t .

tions.
Figure 13 (b) correctly illustrates these

À HRÀ should be independent of the histogram structure.
Lyman and Wolbarst [45] assumed that if only the two highest
dose-vorume datum pairs are combined into a radiobiotogical-
1y equivalent dose-volume datum pair then the dose-vorume

datum pairs below the second dose remain unaffected. This
process is implemented repeatedJ-y for each step, so that the

number of dose-volume datum pairs is reduced by one until
finally only a single datum point remains.

3 "4.1 LvmWol MD

Lyman and worbarst have investigated several methods to
convert the two highest dose steps into a single dose step.
The first method weighted the average of Doi+r and Doi by the

cumulative volumes. Therefore the areas Àr and Ar' of fig-
ure 14 a and b respectivery are equar for this method and

Doz' = Doz * (vt'/vz')(De1 - Doz) (3"22)

the notation is changed from a dose-curumative histogram
a dose-volume histogram then equation (3"22) becomes:

If

to



Doz' = Doz * (vr/(v., + vz))(Dor - Doz)

Rearranging this equation yields:
Doz' = (v2D2 + vrDr)/(vr + vz)

Using the form of this equation for Dos' gives:

Dos' =(v3Dss+(vz+vr )Doz' ) / (v t+vz+vs)

Substituting for Doz' from equation (3"24) and

gives:
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(3"23)

(3.24)

(3.2s)

rearranging

a smaLl value

rVi+1 ') while

almost equals

Dos' = (v1De1 + v2De2 + vsDos)/,vr+vz+vs) (3"26)

This process is continued for all the dose steps yielding a

f inal- result of :

MDe=Uv¡Doi / Ev¡ (3"27)

since E vÌ = 1 this would be equation (3"2), except MD1 is
carculated from the vaLues of DoÍ and vi'. This is not

obvious from equation (3"22) and nowhere is stated by the

author s "

3 "4.2 LymWoI À

Ànother proposed method (Lymwol À) [¿s] weighted the
average of p(Ooi+ I,vi+ r') and P(Doî ,vÍ+r') by the cumulative
volumes:

P(Doi+r' rVi+r' )=lv¡*1 lp(ooi*r rVi+r' )+lv'i' lp(ooìrvi+r' ) (3"28)

lvi*,' I lvi*r' I

where Ví+r equals (ví*t ' vi ' ) . Note that f or

of v¡'/vl*r' , F(Doî+r' ,Ví*r') almost equals P(Doi*r

for a small value of vi+r/Vi+r'r p(Doínr'rVí*r')

P(Doi rvi+r').



P(Dot'rVí+r') = p(poi ' ,vì ') + òP(D,v)/bv Av

The partial derivative is evaluated at (Di' ,vi ' ).

for many dose steps this will be:

Relationship to the CPF:

that if all Vi+r vi are set to Av.

can be written as:

3.4.4 Conclusion

Lyman and Wolbarst do not

the dose steps in v or D for
whether this is possible on
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Lyman and Wolbarst [45] noLed

Then eguation ( 3.28 )

(3.2e)

Repeated

indicate the required size of

their proposed algorithms and

commerical treatment planning

R = {E¡ [p(n¡ ,v¡'¡+lòe(D,v')/òv' Iri*,'] av]100% (3.30)

In the limit of Av = 0 and ignoring the volume dependence

of P(D,v) reduces the equation to :

R = {l P(D)dv}100% (3.31)

which is the CPF model discussed previously" This particu-
lar method at each stage of the reduction algorithm linearly
interpolates by volume between adjacent steps" This differs
from the CPF model which is linear with volume.

3 " 4.3 LvmWol B

Yet another method (LymWol B) [45] investigated is simi-

Iar to the previous one except the average of P(Ooír.1'rri*,')

and P(Do¡rv¡') is weighted by dose rather than volume.

P(Doi+r'rVírl )=P(Doi'rv.,')*lDoî*, | {p(Ooi*r rVírr )-p(Doi*r rvÌ ) } (3.32)

looi ' I
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besysLems. Nor is it clear what the calculation time r.¡ouId

on a standard commerical treatment pl-anning system.

Lyman and tlolbarst have obtained similar results on sev-

eral patients investigated with LymWoI À and B methods, but

whether this is true for all histograms requires further
research. Lyman and Wolbarst suggest a combination of Lym-

Wol À and B may agree best with clinical experience. How-

ever they do not define such a function and undoubted fur-
ther experience and results are necessary.

3 " 5 CONCLUSION

Figure 15 summarizes how the volume effect is íncorporat-
ed by the risk analysis algorithms. Both the SID model and

its first order approximation cPF are derived mathematically

which is an advantage since a volume correction factor of
questionable accuracy is not reguired. However since the

doses are not corrected for the volume effect before calcu-
lating the risk, the dose response data for the whole organ

must be known for all doses even above Dso. Whereas the

other algorithms account for the volume effect before calcu-
lating risk and thus the accuracy of the pLE is more criti-
cal than the dose response data for the whore organ above

Dso which will rarely be required for crinicar dose distri-
butions" The PLC of the LymWol algorithms are tissue spe-

cific. The MD could be analysed as a special case of the

PLE with a PLC of 1.
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Figure 16 illustrates that once a p(D,v) is calculated
two different approaches to carcurate the total risk have

been developed" The basis of the cpF and sID aì_gorithms is
to compute from individualry determined partial risks the

total- risk " Although the Lym}Ìo1 algorithms do calculate
partial risks they convert a multistep histogram of a dose

distribution into a singre dose-vorume datum pair represen-
tative of a homogeneous dose throughout the whore volume,

which is converted to the total risk"
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Figure 9: Dose-Volume Histogram

Th" heterogeneous dose distribution of an organ can bedescribed.by a dose-vol-ume histogram consisting-of n dose-volume pairs (o¡ rVi )" The dosã rimits definíng the firstdose step are Doz and Do1 while Di is the midpoínt of thedose step" The D ì 's are rabelred such that b ï * ,r is lessthan D¡ by a constant amount aD" The sum of art the frac-tional volumes is unity,
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The. figure graphs p(p)v as a function of v forP(D) of figure 7, which has a Dso and o of g000
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Histogram 'a' is a Dose-cumurative-vorume Histogram asdefined Þy Lyman and worbarsr t4sl. rhe foll;;i;õ can bederived from -histogram 'a': 1) ño part of the vorume isabove Dor. 2) There is ZS% of the iolume above oor. 3)There is 50%r 75% and 100% ot the vorume above Do., Dea andDos respectively-. Histogram 'b' represents the actuar his-togram used in the HRÀ which assumes zs%" so%, 7s%,-"na 1oo%of the volume are above Do r, Doz_, Do3 r .áa oo. ,åãó."ti,refy,a different set of assumptions than hístogram ,a,,'
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The HRA defined by eguation (3"22) converts the two highestdose steps into a singte one with the same area. Thus Doz,is calcuLated so.that A1 equals Ar'. This pió"u"i--ì" con_tinued until a single dose step remains.
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Volume Effect

Mathematical
Derivation:

SID: 1-11-P(D) lv
CPF: v P(D)

Empirical Power Law Equation

LymWols: D(o) = D(v) v- n

MD: D(o) = D(v) v 
1

Figure 1 5: Volume Effect: Mathematical or EmpiricalDerivation

The MD is not a risk algorithm but can be considered asusing a constant pt,c of 1 -!o incotforal. the vorume effect,The PLc of the Lymwor eguations is irss,.,e specif i¿ ãna rang-es from 0.05 to 0.65 witrr most tissues håving ; -value of0.1"
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Partial Risks

LymWol A Eq (3.28)

LymWol B Eq (3.32)
CPF: P :{ fi v. P(D) i}100%

SID: R ={1 -r¡ (1-P(q ,y )}1ltt

Figure 16: HRA or Partial Risks

Here to] represents a dose distribution delivered to the
sensitive organ" Although the LymWol equations do calculate
partial risks, they convert a multistep histogram of a dose
distribution into a single dose-volume datum pair represen-
tative of a homogeneous dose throughout the whole volume,
ç¡hich i s converted to the total r i sk. The CPF and SID
algorithms compute partial risks for each dose step and ca1-
culate the total risk from them.



Chapter IV

VOLUME CORRECTED COMPLICÀTION PROBÀBILITY

4"0"1 Definition Of VCCp

The Volume Corrected Complication Probability (vCCp) is a

possible risk analysis method. Às in the integral response

nodels reviewed lqz and 55], the sensitive tissues must be

divisible into regions of uniform response and the indepen-

dence of the response in adjacent subvolumes is assumed.

Therefore the dose distribution throughout the regions of

uniform response and the coordinates of their contours are

used to calculate dose-volume histograms.

Like the cpF and SID models l+Z and 551, the probability
of complication is calcurated for each subvolume and com-

bined into a total probability of. complication for the

organ. The vccP method, uDlike both the cPF and scultheiss
models, corrects the dose of each subvolume D¡(v) for the

vorume effect and then calculates the probability of compli-

cation from the equivalent whole organ dose D, (o). The

total risk of complication is calculated by:

R = tl - ni [1 - P(D¡,v )]]100% (4"1)

Schultheiss l42l notes that the total risk could be calcu-
lated by this equation but does not calculate p(Drv) but

59



uses P(D,1 ) ( see equation ( 3.8 )

objected to applying a volume ef

heterogeneous dose distributions
ambiguous parameter. However the

into regions of uniform response

cent subvolumes validate a volume

).
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Às well-, Orton t38l

fect correction factor for
since dose would be an

assumptions of divisiblity
and independence of adja-

correction factor.

4"0.2 Definition of the Dose Response Equation

À logistic function is used to compute the probability of

comprication from the equivafent whole organ dose D (1) and

the dose response parameters (Duo and o). The logistic
choosen for zero and negative probits is:

e(y) = 1/{1 + (l + y/s)k} (4.2)

Àlthough k is def ined dif ferentJ-y this is just the schul-
theiss logistic (2"4) since y is the probit defined in egua-

tion (2.3) and s is the ratio of Dso and o. For positive
probits the logistic is:

P(y) = 1 - P(-y) (4"3)

which makes the logistic antisymmetric about Dso for doses

ranging from 0 to 2Dso. Obviously if the positive y is
greater than 2Dso the corresponding negative y has a physi-
ca1ly impossible dose since a negative dose is undefined.
Thus all doses greater than 2Ðso have a probability of com-

pJ.ication of. 1.
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The varue of k of t.he antisymmetric rogistic r¡hich is
the best least sguares fit to the NcG is cafcurated for
probits ranging from -2"57 to 2.57. Figure 17 graph the

value of k which is the best least sguares fit to the NCG as

a function of s. À linear eguation to calurate k from s is
determined from this data:

k - -1"6986 s + 0.9951 (4"4)

For simplicity the k of the antisymmetric logistic is
defined by equation (4.4), to ensure close agreement with
the NcG. However if the clinical data ever became refined
sufficentry that it courd distinguish between dose response

eguations, then the best fit to the clinical data wourd

def ine k. Figure '18 graphs the antisymmetric logistic f or a

k value determined by equation (4"4). The NcG is graphed

for the same Dso and ø which are 8000 and 1000 ccy respec-

tivery" The k of the logistic is -12.59 which carculates a

probability of complication close to the NCG.

4.0.3 Definition of the Volume Effect

The general pov¡er law equation (2.5) is rearranged to
convert each D¡(v) to an equivalent dose to the whole organ

D¡ (o)

o(o) = D(v) v n (4"S)

Here n (the PLC) is a function of Dso and o which are tissue
and complication specific. The pLC is defined as:



n=
have

value

-1/u

a PLC of

of 6 " 5 "

approximately 0.'1 which
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(4.6)

c or re-Most tissues

sponds to a s

4"0"4 Def inition of _P(q,v)

If equation (4"5) and the definition of y are

into eguation (4.2) then:

P(D,v) = 1/{1 + Il + ({ D(v)vn - Dso }/os)k
Now if the definition of s and equation (4.6) are

ed into (4"7) then:

P(D,v) = 1/{ 1+ v-1[ D(v)/Duo 1k ]
This eguation is valid only if y s 0. If y

D(v)v- r/k > Dso then the above steps should be

into equation (4.3) instead, yielding:
P(D,v) = 1 - 1/tl + lZ - {o(v)v-lk/oso }k l}

However this probably would not be reguired since

complication.

subst i tuted

l] (4"7)

substitut-

(4.8)

0 and thus

substituted

(4.e)

the P(D,v)

a ser ious

Figure 19 graphs the p(Drv) as a function of v. Às v
decreases the dose must be increased to produce the same

risk of complication. rf the dose is rarge enough then a

risk of complicat.ion

difference of the vccP from the sID risk (figure 11)

increases with dose and becomes significant,



Thus

since it
rate the

risk by

r isks of

the VCCP method is simila
uses the empirical power

volume effect" However i
the same method as the SID

each dose step"
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r to the LymFtol methods

Iaw eguaLion to incorpo-

t is calculates the total
model, ie from partial
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12I4o

S

Figure 17: Optimal k as a Function of s

The figure graphs -k as a function of s. The value of kfor each s are calculated by the best least squares fit tothe Ncc for the -2"57 to 0 probit range. since both thelogistic and the NCG are antisymmetric about a probit of othis corresponds to a fit from -2.s7 to z"s7 proÈits. Therelationship of k to s is described by equatioñ (4"4).
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igure 19 graphs the e(orv) of the antisymmetric rogistic
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Chapter V

THEORETICÀL ÀNÀLYSIS OF RTSK ALGORITHMS

5 " 
.1 I NTRODUCTI ON

À number of models for the prediction of risk were

reviewed in chapters 3 and 4, and the various algorithms are

summarized in table 1 In this chapter, the argorithms
will be discussed, and their performance compared for two

types of dose histograms: a two-step distribution and a

l-inear dose distribution " However, a preliminary discussion
of the dose response equation p(D) is in order.

No single dose response equation can be considered as a

standard since the accuracy of the clinicar data is not suf-
ficent to discriminate between the different p(D) s 142, 45

and section 4"0.2) " Thus a comparison of the risks calcu-
lated by the algorithms shown in table 1 includes differenc-
es arising from the various p(D) functions. À detaired com-

parison of three logistic functions to the NcG has been

carried out t431. Since the magnitude of the differences
between the logistic functions and the NCG are known, the

argorithms of table 1 were modified to use the p(D) defined
by eguations (a"2) and (4.3) 

" The risk algorithms can be

analysed by any P(D), so the choice of the common p(D) is
not critical.

67
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The Lymwol algorithms approximate the dose di.stribution
within a dose step Do i o r to Do i by Do i which is always an

overestimate, The cPF, MD, sID and vccp arl approximate the
dose distribution within the dose step Doi+1 to Dsi by D¡

which can be either an overestimate or underestimate. The

width of the dose step and its location on the p(D) curve
determine the significance of these approximations. In sec-
tion 5"2 the LymWol equations use the Doi approximation
whereas in section 5.3 they are redefined to use Di to sim-
prify the comparison of the algorithms on a linear dose dis-
tribution.

5"2 A SIMPLE HISTOGRAM: Two CONSECUTIVE DOSE STEPS

The total risk of complication wirr be calculated for a

two dose step histogram which figure 20 illustrates. The

partial volumes of the two consecutive dose steps are vari-
ables but their sum is kept constant.

Cl = V1 + Y2

The equations of table 1 are simplified for
histogram and are tabulaLed in table 2 The

algorithms are l-inear so only the endpoints

culated while t.he LymWoI B, MD SID and VCCP

nonlinear 
"

(s.1)

a two dose step

CPF and LymWol

need to be cal-
algorithms are

The total risks of complication for a value of c1 equal
to 1 are calcutated and graphed in figure 21 as a function
of Vr. The varues of Dor, Doz, and Des ârê assigned 7000,
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6500, and 6000 cGy respectively. The Dso, o and k are g000

cGy, 1000 ccy and -12.s9 respectively. These parameters are

choosen to separate the algorithms when plotted.

The Lymwol B algorithm is discontinuous. The total risk
for alr the volume irradiated to D2 is 6"g2%. yet if an

infinitely small amount is irradiated to D1 then the total
risk jumps to 14 "57% which corresponds to the total vol_ume

irradiated to 6950 ccy. The Lymwol B algorithm clearly
overestimates the risk especiaJ_Iy for small subvolumes and

at best can be considered as an upper Iimit.

The PLc of the LymwoJ- equations is assumed to egual the
negative inverse of k like that of the vccp. For this spe-
cial case (prc -- -1 /k and cr = 1) the LymWol À algorithm
reduces to the cPF algorithm except that it uses Doi while
the cPF uses D¡ to approximate the dose distribution within
a dose step. The difference between the CpF and Lymltol A

risks (roughly 50%) is signif icant and solely the conse-
guence of the approximation of the dose distribution within
the dose steps by Do í and Då .

infinitely smalt there witl be

between using Dsi or Di"

Às the dose step becomes

no significant difference

The MD is not a risk algorithm but rather an argorithm of
a volumetric score function, and thus is included onry for
comparison purposes. Since cr equals 1 the CpF, MD, SID,

and vccP algoritms carculate identicar risks (4"27% and
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10"53%) when V1 eguals 0 and 1. The vccp and sID risks are
greater than those of t.he cpF al_gorithm. The MD argorithm
predicts risks less than those of the cpF only if the dose

steps are below Dso.

Figure 22 graphs the total risks for the same parameLers

with the exception that c1 = 0,5. Here even when V1 equals
0 and 0 . 5 the cpF , ¡rlD, sID, and vccp algor i thms carculate
different risks. The ¡,rD risks are very smarl and are not
plotted since to include them would increase the range of
the graph. The order of the algorithms ranked by risk
remains the same, the vccp algorithm calculates slightly
greater risks than the SID and CpF algorithms.

The total risks calculated by the cpF and Lymwol À algor-
ithms are always linear functions of V1 regardless of the
values of D1 and Dz. Even for multistep histograms the cpF

risk is a linear function of the partial volumes which is
intuitively unexpected if a large difference in probability
between P(D1 ) and p(D2) occurs.

3 LINEÀR DOSE DISTRTBUTION

3.1 Tntroduction

The total risk of complication is investigated for an

organ whose cumulative dose-volume histogram is presented in
figure 23 . None of the organ is irradiated below Dr¡n or
above Dma*. The cumulative volume varies linearry with

5.

5.



respect t.o dose such that the fraction f of the

diated above dose D is:
f(D) = ((on,'"*-n)/nencn

provided D is:

Dmin<D'Dmax
and where RÀNGE is defined as:

RÀNGE=Dmin-Dmax

Half of the organ is irradiated above D" which

age of Dmin and Dr"r.
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organ i rra-

(s"2)

(5.3)

(s"4)

is the aver-

The actual cumurative dose-vorume histogram of the organ
is apprortimated by histograms with successively more dose

steps (illustrated in figure 24), and the total risk of com-

prication carculated. Thus the risk of comprication is
investigated as a function of the number of dose steps. As

the number of dose steps is increased the risk of complica-
tion is expected to converge to the risk of complication of
f igure 23 its ' integrar value' ( refer Lo Àppendix 5. 1 ) . The

Ì'fD and thus the risk of complication carcurated from it
remain constant regardless of the number of histogram steps,
since the area of the histogram is a constant.

5.3 " 2 Experiment

A computer program (srep) was written in Fortran rv to
calculat.e the risk of complication of rinear dose distribu-
tions. The risk of complication is computed for each algor-
ithm of table 1 for histograms with successively more dose
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steps" Note that the Lymwol algorithms are modified to use

Do't,o approximate the dose distribution within a dose step
as the oLher algorithms do. The input variables and flow-
chart of STEP are presented in Àppendix 5.2.

Table 3 contains a typical output of. srEp. Results for
STEP are obtained for cumulative dose-vol-ume histograms with
different values of D" and RÀNGE, and for different values
of Dso, o and PLc; these are given in table 4 only values
of Dc which are clinically interesting are investigated. I f
the risk of complication exceeds an upper limit the treat-
ment plan is clinically unacceptable; a Dc corresponding to
a risk of 15% (yc -1.0) shoutd be adequate. If Èhe D" cor-
responds to a risk
cal]y significant. Hence a dose is defined to be within the
clinical ranqe investigated if its y"t -2.5 but

set À (Àt to A¿) is designed to determine for each algor-
i thm i f the value of Dc and yc ( trre probi t varue of D.)
affects the convergence of the total risk to its integral_
varue. The Lymwol power Ìaw coefficent (plc(l)) is the only
variable different between set B and c, thus the relation-
ship of this variable and convergence to the integral value
of the Lymwol algorithms is considered. A comparison of
sets À, F and G should deterrnine if the width of the dose

step of the histograms is of any significance.
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5"3.3 Results

comparison of the Àlqorithms: Table 5 presents the risks
of table 3 normalized for each argorithm to the risk calcu-
lated by the histogram with 1000 dose steps (converged

risk ) . The choice of the normalization risk is somewhat

arbitary however, risks for histograms with more dose steps
vrere intially calculated but the calculation time vras incon-
vient and no further convergence vras noted. rdearly, the
integral varue should be used as the normalization, but in
fact the converged risk was used for the purpose (refer to
Àppendix 5.1 ) "

The converged risks (calcurated by the histogram with
1000 dose steps except for data set F which uses the histo-
gram with 750 dose steps) are in turn normalized, this tirne

to the srD converged risk of the same data set. For exam-

ple, the converged risks of the cpF, Lymwol A, vccp and Lym-

wol B algorithms for data set B2 are 3"0124, 3.0223, 3.0897

and 5"9602 respectively (refer to tabre 3) and these are

normalized to the sID risk of 3"0272 giving 0"9951, 0.9993,
1"0203 and 1.9689 respecLively. Thus tabre 6 which contains
Lhe normalized risks of each argorithm indicates the % dit-
ference of the risks of comprication among the different
algorithms" The srÐ converged risk is selected as the nor-
nalization because:

1. It is independent of the pLC unl_ike LymWol A and B



a

?

It is a mathematical model with the CpF as it
order approximation.

It has been previously published lq|l while
is proposed as a possible risk algorithm only
thesis.
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's f irst

the VCCP

in this

The algorithms can be ranked in order of increasing con-
verged risk: CpF, LymWol A, SID, VCCP and LymWol B. The

one exception set E1 has the order of the CpF and LymWoI À

reversed. The cpF and Lyml.rol À risks are usuarly 1% - 2%

less than the srD risk but the Lymwol B risk is significant_
ly greater (up to 200%) " This is not altogether surprising
since in section s"1.2 it was noted the Lymwor B algorithm
overestimates the risk of complication.

Lyman and wolbarst derived with some assumptions the cpF

method from the integrar form of the Lymwol A algorithm. so
to compare these two argorithms, the ratio of Lymt{or À con_
verged risk to the cpF is carculated and then recorded in
table 7

: Since the CpF,
Lymwol À and sID converged risks are within 1% of each other
for some cases (refer to table 6), the risk of compJ_ication
of histograrns with ress dose steps would be considered an

acceptable approximation to the converged risk if it is
within 1%. so the histogram with the minimum number of dose
steps (Mr¡¡srep) which has a risk within 1% of. the converged
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risk, were calcurated for arl data sets of table 4 and are
recorded in tabre I A MrNsTEp of 5 means the risk carcu-
lated from a dose-volume histogram with 4 steps differs by
greater than 1% from the converged risk whire the risk cal-
culated by the histogram with 5 dose steps is within 1% of
it. À MINSTEP of 1 indicates a histogram with a single step
is within 1% of the converged risk of the algorithms; note
that the risk calcurated by a histogram with one step equals
the risk calculated by the MD.

For each risk argorithm the maximum isodose increment
(1%MrI) that ensures agreement to within 1% of the converged
risk, is defined as follows:

1%t"fir = [ na¡¡cn/ (ur¡¡srep*TARcET DosE ) ) 1oo% ( 5.5 )

The prescribed dose (rencer DosE) varies from site to site
ranging up to 7000 ccy. À value of 6500 ccy is selected so

the resuLts are pertinent to the prostate patient discussed
in the next chapter. The maximum MTNSTEp of each set and

algorithrn are recorded in table 9 as well as the 1y"Mrr cal-
culated from them. These are recorded in table g, they are
approximate values since the dose steps investigated are
l imi ted.

unf ortunately, the ly,tqrr calculated f or the LymltoJ_ B

argorithm are smaller Èhan the accuracy of the dose distri-
bution r+hich is about 1% t59l " However since the LymWoI B

risks are overestimates and thus considerably greater than
those for oLher algortihms an acceptable accuracy to it.s
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converged risk greater than 1% might be tolerable. so,
MTNSTEP of the set of histograms with risks r+ithin 5% of the
converged Lymwol B risk are carcurated by hand and recorded
in table 10 The maximum isodose increment (s%tirr) to
ensure agreement. within 5% of. the converged risk are calcu_
lated by equation (5"5) using the maximum MINSTEP of each

set. They are 0"8% for the À, B, c, D, and G data sets and

1"0% for data sets E and F.

5 " 3.4 Di scussion

: À11 algorithms are stable
within the crinicat range having no boundary value problems.
The resul-ts of all data sets as shown in table g clearly
indicate that within the crinical range all algorithms con-
verge, though some require a histogram with more dose steps
than others. The computer program srEp was not run outside
of the clinical range.

The % difference between

is less than 7%" This is
approximates to first order

3"3.21. ÀIso as expected

increases, indicating the

down.

the CPF and SID converged risks
not surprising, since the CpF

Lhe SID model Irefer to section
Lhe % dífference increases as Dc

approximation eventually breaks

The results of

difference between

sets B and

the LymWol

c

A

of table 6 indicate t]ne %

and SID converged risks is
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dependent on the PLc of the Lymwol À. only 4 values of the

PLC are investigated refer to table 7 Three egual Lo 1"/X
(which are 0.1087, 0.0794, and 0.0625 for data sets G, À and

F respectivery) and one equal to 0.1 which is pl,c of many

organs eg. bladder, rectum etc. i581. For a1l of Lhe

results obtained the % difference of the Lyrnwol À converged

risk from the sID risk is arways usuarry within 1%. Further
investigation is needed for organs such as the lung which

have significantly different pLc (0.65) t58l. since, the

risks of two very different algorithms (slo and Lymwol A)

usually agree within 1% for a rinear dose distribution, one

can ask whether the two methods could be basicalJ-y correct
provided their common assumptions are varid? Lyman and wol-
barst [45] showed that the conditions (refer to section
3"4"2) that reduce Lymwol À algorithm to the cpF method are:

1"

2"

infinitely small and egual volume steps

no volume dependence of Lhe p(D,v)

The linear dose distribution considered has equal volume

steps and for the converged risks the av equals 0.001, thus;
the results of table 7 índicates the volume dependence of
t.he P(D,v) of the Lymwol À for a linear dose distribution is
usually less than 1% for the clinical dose range!

For the crinical range tþ.e % diff between the vccp and

srD converged risks increases as D" increases (table 6); t.he

reason is unknown. Àt the upper end of the crinicar range



t.he % Aif f erence f or the

7B

results obtained are1Yc = -1'o)
within 20%"

The % díf.t between the Lymwol B and srD converged risks
consistently decreases as Dc increases v¿ithin the clinical
range. ïntiarly for the data sets with RÀNGE equal to o

there is over 200% dif ference, obviousJ-y once the srD risk
is over 50% this wourd be impossible. Lymwol B is more sen-

sitive to change in the RANGE than the other argorithms. Às

noted earrier the fact that Lymwor B risks are significantry
higher than the rest is in agreement with the results
obtained in section 5"2"

If the results of table 6 are analysed for sets À, B, D

and E L}:e % difference of all methods decreases with RANGE,

but especially for the LymWol B"

Siqnificance of the Number of Dose Steps: The 1%MII

(tabre 9) and 5%t4rr for the Lymwol (table 10) can be consid-
ered as guidelines if the risk of complication is to be car-
culated accurately for that algorithm. À RÀNGE of 1 000 ccy

or 15% of 6500 cGy is the minimum range that occurs crini-
cally (refer to next chapter), Treatment planning programs

can accurately compute the dose for external photon bearns to
1-2% ot the TÀRGET DosE Isg]; isodose incremenLs smaLler

than 1% of the TARGET DosE are of questionabre varue" The

CPF, LymWol A and SIÐ algorithms require a 1"/NLI of 3%

increments of the TÀRGET DosE. T^rhile the vccp requires a
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1%l'¿1rr of 0.8% however 1% increments are probably adeguate.

The Lymwol B algorithm is estimated to reguire a 1%Mrr of
0"3% increments of the TÀRGET DosE which is berow the carcu-
lation accuracy of treatment planning programs. The s"/NIrr

of the Lymr.iol B require 0"8% increments of the TÀRGET DosE

however 1% increments are probably adequate.

The size of dose increment depends on the TÀRGET DosE

with 6500 ccy near the maximum value. The only advantage of

using a 2% increment over 1% is the shorter calcuration
time, but the 2% increments are not sufficent for agreement

to within 1% (or 5% for Lymwor B) of the converged risk.
Thus 1% dose increments are advisable for a TÀRGET DosE of
6500 ccy.

5.4 CONCLUSIONS

The Lymwol B algorithm overestimates the risk of small
partial volumes and the cPF is a linear function of the par-

tial volumes! À11 algorithms converge provided the number

of dose steps is sufficent" Not arr algorithms were equarly
sensitive to the variations of the dose-volume histogram.
For the clinical range the algorithms Þrere withi n 1s% of.

each other excluding LymWol B and data set A.
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TÀBLE 1

Risk Àlgorithms

Note: Although the MD1 is not a risk analysis algorithm
it is included for comparison purposes.

Re risk/100% ie multiply by 100% to obtain riskpt dose response equation not specified
Pz defined by equation (2.4) 142)ps - defined by equation (2.2) [45]pa - defined by equations (4.2) and (4,3)
cPF [56]
SID 142]
Lymwol Ae [45]
Lymwo1 Bo [45]

tlethod Equation f or P( {ol )

MDl

CPF

sID

vccP

LymWol

LymWol

À

B

(3.2)

(3.4)

(3.10)

(4.1)

( 3.28 )

32(3 )

R = {p1(un)}100% MD - E v¡Dà

R = {¿ vïp1(oi)}100%

R = t1 - n¡ {l - e2(o;)}u¡llooZ

R = [l _ n¡{1_p4(Dí,vi )}]1oo%

Ro= Vi+r P3 (Do'+ r rVï+.' ' )+vf p3 (Doi ' ,Ví*r ' )
v*tt ilert

Ro= Doi*rP3(Doì ' ,Vi+1 ')+(Doi '-Ðoi*r )P3(Dol 'rVi')
Pol ' -----D-ol -
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Figure 20: Two DoSe Step Histogram

The Lymwol algorithms approximate the dose distributionwithin a dose step (Do¡*r - Do!) by Doi, whereas the otherrisk algorithms use Då to approximale the dose distribution.
crearly as the width of the dose step decreases the differ-
ence between the two approximations will arso decrease. Insection 5.2 the totar risk of complication for each algor-ithm is calculated as a function oi V1. The value of "i isvaried from 0 to 1 but the sum of vr ând vz is held con-
stant "
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TÀBLE

Equations for Histogram

Note: b'fD is a volumetric score function,
comparison purposes. The LymWoI À equa
CPF equation when cr=1 except it uses
Both the CPF and LymWol À algorithms are
V1 while all the others are nonlinear.

2

with Two Dose Steps

and is included for
tion reduces to the
Doí instead of Di .
linear functions of

Àlgor i thm Equations for Histogram of Figure 20

b{D

CPF

SID

VCCP

LymWol À

LymWol B

R = {p(¡')}100% D' = vrDr + (cr-vr)Dz

ft = [ vrp(nr) + (cr-vr)p(or) ]100%

p = t 1 - tl - p(o1)vtl[1 - p(D2) r-vr] ]1oo%

e = {l - [l p(D1,vr)][1 - p(D2,{cr*vr})] }100%

R = {lrr/crlp(or,cr) + [(cr-vr)/cr]p(oz¡ct)]100%
R = {(Dz/nr)p(or,cr) + [(nr-oz)/ar]p(or rvr)J100%
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Figure 21: Total Risk as a Function of vri c1 = 1

The total risks for the equations of table 2 are plotted
as a f unction of V1. The Lym9.to1 B is discontinuous since as
V1 approaches 0 the total risk approaches (Ooz/Dot)e(Oe1rc)
which equals 14.57% buL when V1 equals 0 the total risk
equals P(Dozrc) which equals 6"82%. Àlthough the SID risks
are marginally greater than the CPF risks they are not
resolvable on the graph. Since c eguals 1 the endpoints(v,= 0 or 1) are special cases and the total risk is just
P(Dz) and P(Dr) respectively for all algorithms.

vi
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Figure 22: Total Risk as a Function of Vri cr = 0.5

The LymWol B is disconLinous function and thus expected
to give erronous results especially for small partial vol-
umes. The MD total risk is significantly less than the
other methods and thus is not plotted on the graph because
the scale of the graph is selected to resolve the SID and
CPF curves.
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Figure 23: Cumulative Fractional Vol_ume vs. Dose

The fraction of the organ irradiated to dose D(cumulative fractional volume) is a linear functi
None of the organ is irradiated above Dmax while
organ receives at least Dmin. HaIf of täe' organ
ated above dose Dc.

or greater
on of dose.
all of the
is irradi-
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a)

b) 0

D
max

Dose(cGy)
Figure 24: Successive Àpproximations to Figure 23

The single(a) and the double(b) step cumulative vorume
histograms.shown above are shaded solid gray, and superim-
posed on figure 23 " As the number of dose àteps increases,
the total risk of the histogram converges to its integraÍ
varue (refer to Àppendix 5.1). since the area of the hiãto-
gram remains constant regardless of the number of histogram
steps the mean dose and the risk of comprication carculãted
from it are constant as welI"
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lJ50
S = 8.
PLC(1)

TÀBLE 3

Output of STEP

8000 SIGMÀ = 1000
00000 K = 12.59397
= 0"0794 PLC(2) = 0"0794

D max
Dc
Dm in

S teps
2
4

I
10
20
40
50

100
125
200
250
500

1000

= 6,500 Risk =
= 6,000 Risk =
= 5,500 Risk =

I nc CPF
500 2.9061
250 2.9857
200 2.9953
125 3.00s7
100 3.0081
50 3.0114
25 3.0122
2A 3.0123
'1 0 3 .0124

8tt
6rt
5tt
4"
2f

6 "8179
2 .6006
0.8846

Percentage
LymWol À SID

2 "9061 2 "91572.9908 2 "99903.0015 3.0091
3.0135 3.0201
3.01 64 3 "02263.0206 3.0260
3.0218 3.0269
3.0220 3.0270
3 "0222 3 "027 1

3 '02,23 
ii

:: r.0272

Risk
VCCP

2.9418
3.0431
3.0s69
3 .07 32
3.0775
3.0843
3 . 0868
3 .087 2
3.0880
3.0882
3.0884
3.0885
3.0886
3.0887

LymWoI B
4 .1 067
5.0435
5.2399
5.5335
5 .6294
5.8133
5. 8 968
5.9122
5.9406
5.9457
5.9528
5.9550
5.9588
5.9602

À typical output of srEp for data set B2 of table 4 is
shown above. The's' is the ratio of Dso to o whire'K' isa f unction of 's' def ined by equation (4.4). The poï¡er lawcoefficent for the Lymwol equations( prc(1 ) ) is a variablewhile that of Lhe vccp( plc(z)) equals 1/x rhe risks ofcomplication calculated by assuming Dmin or Dmax irradiatesthg whole organ are boundary conditionË. The'öc eguals MD
and thus the risk of Dc is the risk of complicaÉion of the
{Ð_algorithm. The risks are recorded as percentages thus2.9061 means 2,9961 patients out of 100 wóuld evãntually
express the complication.
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TÀBLE 4

Dat.a Sets Investigated

Data Set Dso o S PLC(1) D^
(cGy)

Yc RÀNGE
(cGy)

À1
A2
À3
Àq

8000
ll

tt

tt

1 000
il

tt

tt

I
lt

il

It

a "0794ll

il

il

5500
6000
6500
7000

-2.0
-1 .5
-1.0

2000
tt

t?

lt

B1
B2
B3
Ba

8000
il

tt

il

1000
tt

ft

tl

I
il

lt

il

0 "0794il

It

lt

5500
6000
5500
7000

-2.5
-2.0
-'1 .5
-1 .0

1000
lt

tt

ll

Cr
Cz
Cg
C¿

8000
tt

tl

lt

1000
il

il

tt

I
il

It

ll

0 " 1 000
lt

tt

ft

5500
6000
6500
7000

-2.5
-2 .0
-1 .5
-1.0

1000
lt

It

tt

Ðr
D2
D3
Da

8000
tt

lt

tt

1000
tt

tf

tt

I
il

lt

It

0 .07 94
ll

tt

ll

5500
6000
6500
7000

-2.5
-2 .0
-1 .5
-1 .0

500
ll

il

ft

Er
E2
E3
Ea

8000
tf

lt

1000
il

tt

il

I
il

lt

ll

0.0794
il

lt

5500
6000
6s00
7000

-)R
-2.0
-'1 .5
-1.0

250
lt

tt

il

F1
F2
F3
Fa

7s00
il

il

tt

750
n

il

It

10
lt

ll

il

0.0625
il

il

lt

5625
6000
6325
67 50

-2.5
-2.0
-1.5
-1.0

750
il

il

lt

Gr
Gz
G¡
G¿

6000
ll

It

tt

1000
It

il

lt

6
lt

I

lr

0.1087
il

il

tt

3500
4000
4500
5000

*2.5
-2.0
-1 .5
-1.0

1000
w

il

il

À table of the sets for which the program srEp resultsare analysed. The values of Dc investigated are restrictedto those of clinical interest (:2.5 . y" . -1.0).



TABLE 5

Àlgorithm Risks normalized to the Converged Risk

89

set B2 are normalized to
the histogram with 1000
algorithms appear suffi-

th 50 dose steps.

The risks of each method of data
the converged risk (calculated by
dose steps). For this example the
cently converged for a histogram wi

Normal i zed Ri sk

Hi stogram
Steps CPF LymWol À SID VCCP LymWol B

2
4
tr

I
10
20
40
50

100
125
200
250
500

1000

0 " 9647
0.9911
0.9943
0.9978
0.9986
0.9997
0.9999
1 .0000
1 .0000

il

lt

It

lt

t?

0.9616
0"9896
0 "9932
0 "9971
0 . 998'1
0.999s
0 "9999
0.9999

tf

ll

It

ll

tt

il

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

9632
9907
9940
9977
9985
9996
9999
9999
0000

il

il

il

il

It

0.9524
0.98s2
0.9897
0.99s0
0.9964
0.9986
0 "9994
0.9995
0 . 9998
0.9998
0.9999
0.9999
1 .0000
'1 .0000

0.6890
0.8462
0.8791
0 "9284
0.9445
0 " 9754
0"9894
0.9919
0.9967
0 .997 6
0.9988
0"9991
0.9998
1 .0000

Converged
Risk % 3 "0124 3 .0222 3.0272 3.0887 5.9602
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TÀBLE 6

Converged Risks Normalized to SID Converged Risk

The converged risks (calculated from the hi
1000 dose sLeps) are normalized to the SID risksdata set. Note: the symbol t*t indicates the C
same resul-t as f or the corresponding B set; thisall algorithms independent of the piC or *itf, a

stogram with
of the same

set have the
is true for

fixed PLC.

Normalized Risk

Data Set CPF LymWoI À sÌD vccP LymWol B

À1
A2
À3
Àa

0.990 1

0.9781
0.9s83
0.934s

0.9989
0 " 9963
0.9895
0.9753

1 " 0000
" 0000
" 0000
" 0000

1

1

1

1 .0187
" 0460
"1022
.1 986

,l

1

1

3.0735
2 "8148
2 .4921
2 .1140

B1
B2
B3
Ba

0"9980
0. 99s 1

0.9899
0.9825

0 .9992
0.9983
0.9962
0.9922

'l 0000
0000
0000
0000

1

1

I

1.0074
1 .0203
1 " 0503
1 .1 107

2.0950
1 .9689
1 "82521.6524

Cr
C2
Cs
Cq

*
*
*
*

0.999s
0.9989
0"9974
0.9941

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

2 .0221
1.9072
1 "77 65
1.6178

D1
D2
D3
D¿

0.999s
0.9988
0.9975
0,99s6

0 .9997
" 9994
.9988
"9978

0
0
0

1 " 0000
1 .0000
1 .0000
1 .0000

'1

1

.0052

.01 49

.0386
" 0892

1

1

1 "52911.4709
1.4078
1"3321

E1
E2
E3
Ea

0.9999
0.9997
0.9994
0.9989

0 9998
9998
9997
9994

0
0
0

1 0000
0000
0000
0000

1

1

1

1 .0046
.0135
" 0357
.0839

1

1

I

1 .2546
1.2278
1.1992
1 .1 647

F1
F2
F3
Fa

0"9980
0.99s3
0.9911
0.9829

0.9993
0.9984
0.9958
0.9924

1 " 0000
1 .0000
1 .0000
1 " 0000

1"0079
1 " 0208
1"0449
1"1099

2
1

081 1

97 49
8540
6772

1

1

Gr
Gz
Gg
G¿

0 9978
9948
9892
981 I

0
0
0

0 " 9993
0.9983
0 " 9960
0"9919

1 " 0000
1 " 0000
1"0000
1 " 0000

1 .0056
1 " 0195
1 " 0503
1,1119

2 .1 256
1 .9600
1 "7 931
1.6119
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TÀBLE 7

% Differences of LymWoI À from CpF

Data Set P"L"C. LymFloI À % Díf.f. CPF

B1
B2
B3
Ba

0 "0794,t

lt

il

1 " 06s2
3 "0222
7 "643716.9028

0.1316
0 " 3253
0.6398
0.9888

1 .0638
3 "01247.5951

16"7373

Cr
Cz
Cs
Ca

0.1000
lt

ll

tt

1 .0654
"0239
" 6523
.9342

3
7

I 6

0. 1 504
0. 3817
0.7531
1.1764

1.0638
3 "0124
7"5951

16.7373

D1
D2
D3
Dq

0 "0794lt

tt

il

0.9284
2.7 038
7 "02211s.9913

0 " 0215
0.0629
0. 1 354
0.2224

0 .9282
2 "7 021
7.0126

1 5. 9558

E1
E2
E3
Ea

0 "0794ll

lt

ll
1

0.8954
2 .6261
6.8685
5.7 627

0.0112
0.0076
0 .027 6
0.0507

0.8955
2.6259
6.8665

15.7547

F1
F2
F3
Fa

0 " 062s
tt

il

il

1 .17 34
3 .1 526
6.8978

1 6 .8612

0 " 1365
0.3118
0. s686
0.9701

1 " 1718
3"1428
6.8588

1 6 .6992

Gr
Gz
Gs
G+

0"1087
ll

il

tf

0.8817
2 .7 892
7.4884

1 6.9668

0 .147 6
0.3562
0"6911
1.0217

0.8804
2 "7793
7 "437016.7952

The % dífference of
CPF risks are given in
$fol A risk depends upon
the standard risk; so %

the LymWol À converged
the column '% Díf f.' "the PLC while the CpF
Diff = 1}}%(LymWol A

risks from the
Since !f" !y*-15 detLned as
cPF) /Cpr "
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Mininum Number

TÀBLE 8

of Dose steps (¡trNsrgp)

MINSTEP

Data Set CPF LymWol À SID VCCP LymWol B

À1
A2
À3
Àa

10
10
10
'10

I
I
I
4

I
I
I
5

10
20
20
40

100
100
100
50

B1
B2
B3
Ba

5
4
4
T

E

4
4

5
4
4
4

tr

I
10
20

50
50
40
40

Cr
Cz
Cs
Ca

*
*
?t

tr
q

4
4

*

*
¡t

*

*
*

40
40
40
40

Dr
D2
D3
D¿

4
*
2
2

4
2
a¿
2

4
2
2
2

4
4
I

10

40
40
40
40

Er
Ez
E3
Eq

2
'1

1

1

2
1

1

1

2
1

1

I

2
2
4

10

20
20
20
20

F1
F2
F3
Fa

5
5
5
5

tr

5
tr

3

q

5
5
3

tr

10
15

75
50
50
50

Gr
Gz
Gs
G¿

5
5
4
4

5
5
4
4

5
5
4
4

I
I
I

20

40
40
40
40

For each risk algorithm and data set, the MrNsrEp isrecorded above" MTNSTEP is the minimum number of dose stepsthat ensures the risk of complication of the histogram !¡iilbe within the acceptabre criteria (1%) of the õon*rergedrisk. Note: a symbol r*r indicates the c set has the sameresult as the B set.
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TÀBLE 9

1%MII for a TÀRGET DOSE of 6500 ccy

Data
Sets

RANGE
(ccy)

cPF, SrD
LymWoJ- A

VCCP LymWol B

MI NSTEP 17"t4rr MINSTEP 1"/"Î"fiI MÏ NSTEP 1%MTI

À
BrCrG

F
D
E

2000
1000
750
500
250

10
5

4
2

3.1
3.'1
2"3
lo

1.9

40
20
15
10
10

0 "77
0 "77
0 "77
0.77
0"38

100
50
75
40
20

0.31
0.31
0.15
0.i9
0.19

The maximum MTNSTEp of tabre B for each set are recorded
and are used in eguation (5.5) to carculate the maximum %increment to ensure agreement within 1% of the convergedrisk. The B, c, and G data sets arl have a RANGE of 1õ00ccy equal to o. onry the minimum of the Lymwor B differed
among these three data sets. For 81 and B; it equars 50,for the others it is 40 

"
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TÀBLE

LymWol B 5%

10

MI NSTEP

Data Set RÀNGE tro/

MINSTEP
Data Set RANGE Êo/

MINSTEP

À1
À2
À3
Àa

2000
il

il

il

40
20

il

tt

B1
B2
B3
Ba

1000
tr

il

il

20
20
10
I

Cr
C2
Ls
Ca

1000
tt

il

lt

20
10
'10

I
F1
F2
F3
F¿

750
tl

il

il

15
tt

il

It

Gr
Gz
Ge
G¿

1000
il

I

It

20
10
10
I

D1
Ð2
D3
Da

500
n

It

lt

I
I
I
tr

Er
E2
E3
E¿

250
tt

It

tt

4
lt

It

tt

For the Lymwol B the minimum number of histogram steps(t'frHsrep) of the histograms that have risks within-s% of theconverged risk, are recorded in the above table. Thus avarue of 20 for MTNSTEP indicates that the risk carculatedwith a 20 step dose-volume histogram agrees within s% of theconverged risk while the risk calculãted from the 10 stepdose-volume histogram did not.

The 5"/"14T I f or each set are carculated by equation ( 5.5 ) .They are 0.8% for the A, B, c, F, and G dãta sets and 1.0%for data sets D and E.



Chapter VI

PROSTÀTE PÀTIENT

6 "1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the risks of comprication calculated by a

computer program for clinically based dose distributions are

anaLysed for severar sensitive tissues (organs). Before

analysing the ri sk results:

1. The details of the parameters of the dose distribu-
tions of the patient are discussed (section 6.2).

2- The computer program (usrnsn) is presented and all
pertinent aspects of it discussed (section 6.3).

3. The values of the input parameters of HSTRSK are pre-
sented for which risks of complication are calcurated
(section 6.4) "

The risks of comprications are analysed to probe these ques-

tions:

1. Do the 7"MIr calculated in chapter 5 appry to the dose

distribution of clinical patients (section 6.5)?

2. Is Doi or D¡ a more valid approximation of the dose

distribution in a dose step (section 6.6) ?

95



3. What is the relationship of the risk of
to the dose increment size (section 6"7)?

Is the choice of the risk algorithm signi
tion 6"8)?

96

complication

f icant ( sec-

but i ons

calc u-

section

the

tr Can the clinical outcome of organ dose distri
be determined (section 6"9)?

Can the dose-volume histograms be accurately
lated by interpolating for rnissing slices (

6.10)?

6.

Included in the concluding chapter
ansyrers to the questions investigated

1S

in

a summary of

thi s chapter.

6"2 pESCRTpTTON OF THE DOSE DTSTRTBUTTONS

À set of therapy cr images taken at 1cm intervals were

avairable throughout the volume of interest of a patient
with stage B2 of prostate adenocarcinoma. Therapy cr images

are obtained with a frat couch and skin markers are used to
delineate the external contour. The pertinent contours were

entered into a commerical treatment planning system (rhera-
plan version #3.0 by Theratronics Kanata, ontario) and then
dose distibutions were carculated throughout the volume of
interest" First, the cT images were magnified to scare by

an overhead projector onto bristol board and then the perti_
nent contours are traced onto the bristol board" The con-
tours of interest have been previousry demarcated on the cr
images by a radiotherapist and these are taken as the source



contours of the magnified ones.
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The target vofume is
defined as the prostate conLour prus a 1.5 cm margin. These

magnified contours were entered into the commerical treat-
ment planning system via a sonic digi tízer , which is an

integral part of most systems. Each contour needs to be

entered into the commerical pranning system only once since
it is automatically written onto disc.

The externar and internal contours of the patient 1cm

above the midplane are shown in figure 2s onry the con-
tours of the organs whose dose distributions are of concern
plus those of the target and prostate are given. In order
of contour number they are the target, prostate, rectum,
right femur, J.eft femur, and bladder. organs other than the
bladder or rectum are preferable to investigate the risk
algorithms however even if the bradder and rectum are
assumed to be solid rather than hollow the characteristics
of the algorithms can still be deLermined. Tabre 11 shows

the position of each slice rerative to the midprane of the
treatment field. Thus the bladder is present from the cr
slice lcm above the midplane (+1 ) to the cr slice Scm above
(+5) 

"

The dose distributions of two treatment plans vrere calcu-
lated throughout the vorume of interest and automatically
written to disc. Figure 25 shor+s the position of each

treatment beam. Both pJ.ans employ the standard box tech-
n ique , which i s f our perpendicurar beams wi th a comrnon i so-
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cent.re: Anterior posterior (¡p) , posterior Ànterior (ea) ,

and two laterars (nt Lat and Lt Lat) perpendicular to the Ap

and PÀ beam axes" The lateral beam lengths and widths are

both 1 Ocm. The Ap and pÀ have the same beam rengLhs as the
laterars ( 1 0 cm) but the beam widths are 1 1 .5cm. The treat-
ments are pranned on a cGR sagitaire 2sMV rinear accererator
operating in the photon mode at 25 tttv with a sAD of 1oScm.

The parameters of the two plans investigated are identical
except for the relative weights of the beams. One pl-an

weights all four beams equally (Egua1 wts). The other
weights the ÀP and the two laterars twice as much as the pÀ

with the purpose of reducing the rectal dose (uneq wts).

The dose prescription selected for the risk calculations
is: a totar of 6500 ccy is prescribed to the target (iso-
centre), over a 42 day period as 26 250 ccy fractions.

PROGRÀM DESCRIPTION

.1 Introduction

À computer program (gstnsx) was r,rritten in FORTRAN Iv to
run on the treatment pranning computer (pop/1 1 ) . The organ

contour and dose distribution files written onto disc by the
treatment planning system, are read by HSTRSK and are used

to calculate a dose-voi.ume histogram of each organ of inter-
est" The equations of table 1 and tissue response data are

used to convert the dose-volume histogram inÈo risks of com-

plication.

6.3

6.3
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6"3"2 INPUIS Of HSTRSK

Since HSTRSK is written as an

the treatment planning program

treatment planning data must be

during the planning process. For

the tissue response data of. each

number corresponding to the organ

illustrates an example of tissue
prostate carcinoma.

independent program from

(theraplan ) some of the

recorded by the operator

example to enter correctly
complication the contour

is reguired. Tab1e 12

response data used for

The data reguired by HSTRSK can be classified by method

of entry: either from disc or keyboard. Data from the dose

distribution file (dose distribution matrix) and the contour

file (contour coordinates) are used by the program HSTRSK to
calculate the dose-volume histograms of each organ. Àppen-

dix 6.1 fully describes the structure of these two data

files. The data entered via the keyboard are discussed in

appendix 6 "2.

6.3"3 Dose-volume Histoqram

The ma in steps of HSTRSK to cal-culate and record onto

disc the dose vorume histogram for each slice in the volume

of interest is illustrated in appendix 6.3. Note that the

histograms are in absolute volume and %dose. The data of

the contour and dose distribution files are retrieved from

disc for one srice. The foJ-lowing steps are excuted only

for organs with a nonzero Dsoi
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of1.

3.

Each organ area is carculated from the coordinates
its contour.

The areas are multipried by the slice thickness cal-
culating the volumes of the organs of interest for
the slice, and the total volume of the organ for a1l
of the slices analysed thus far. Note, the total
volume includes the known organ volume outside of the
region of interest and linearry interporates for
mi ssing sL ices i f necessary.

The volume above each successive isodose is
and recorded on disc for each organ of
present on the slice.

The isodoses are converted to ccy

For each organ with nonzero D5e the

are excuted

following steps

computed

i nterest

read from all

The above steps are repeated for each s1ice.

Àf ter the vol-umes of the last sl ice are recorded onto
disc, the program loops for each risk algorithrn of table 1

and the main steps of HSTRSK which are excuted for this loop
are illustrated in appendix 6.3.

1.

2.

1.

2"

The volumes of the organ are

sI ices.

The relative volume of the organ and the par-
tial risk (depends on algorithm) are calculat-
ed for each dose step.
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The total risks of each algorithm is evaLuated and

printed out. Tab1e 13 is a typical output of the
program. Àppendix 6"3 contains the flowchart of the
program 

"

6.4 EXPERIMENT

Risks of complication of the argorithms of table 1 were

obtained for the organs of interest of a prostate patient
(rectum, femorar heads and bladder) of two alternative
treatment plans. The Lymwol algorithms also included risks
calculated assuming D; rather than Doî approximates the dose

distribution of a dose step. Às welr risk results were

obtained with every second slice; linearly interpolating for
missing slices. Note; the tv¡o treatment prans differ only
by the relative weighting of the four beams employed. The

isodose increments for which results are obtained are 20%,

15%, 12%, 10%, 8%, 6%, S%, 4%, 2% anð 1% of the prescribed
dose of 6500 ccy.

Although the dose-volurne histograms are easiLy calculated
for the target volume, one fundamental assumption of ar1
risk algorithms investigated is a uniform response within
the contour. since tumour cerr density varies within the
target, the calcuration of a risk of recurrence requires a

more complex algorithm than those investigated.
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RÀNGE OF À CLINICÀL DOSE DISTRIBUTION

1 Introduction

Two questions are investigated in this section. First,
what is an appropriate parameler to evaluate the maximum

isodose increment (%Ì"fir) of clinicat dose distributions?
second, what are typicar "/"rqrr f or ctinicar dose distribu-
tions of organs?

Recal-1 that in the previous chapter the %tqf r of I inear
dose distributions were described by equation (5.5), and

the paramter RANGE vras def ined as Dmax - Dmin i clinicaJ-ly
the modified definition is the minimum dose with a cumura-

tive volume of zeto minus the maximum dose with a cumulative
volume of 1. RÀNGE appropriately describes a Iinear dose

distribution but clinically the dose distributions rvithin
organs are not restricted to being l-inear, and thus the

applicability of RÀNGE to them is questionabLe.

clinical dose dist¡ibutions are inhomogeneous and nonLi-
near throughout the patient. They commonry have a region of
rapidly decreasing dose at the edge of the target contour

and at beam edges. The type of dose distributions within
sensitive organs depends then on their position rerative to
Èhe target volume and beam edges as welr as their vorume.

The organs of interest of the prostate include two organs

adjacent to the target volume (bladder and rectum) and two

close but not adjacent to the target volume (left and right



femoral heads) " The

ume than the target

or greater than the

rectum and femora

while the bladder

targeL volume.
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t heads have less vol-
volume may be equal to

the %MI I of

the maximum

the minimum

6"5.2 Definitions of 9S%RANGE and EXRANGE

Two new parameters are defined to investigate
clinical dose distributions. The 9S%RÀNGE is
dose with cumulative volume more than O "97 5 less
dose with cumulative volume greater than 0.025:

9S%RANGE = Do.s7s - Do.ozs (6.1)

The definition of the crucial subrange is more complicated.
The cumuLative volume is divided into rinear subranges
(refer to figure 2e). The EXRÀNGE is the range extraporated
from the linear subrange (labelIed p1 and pz) which has the

steepest s1ope.

EXRÀNGE = (O, - D1 + ZAD)/(CV1 CVz) (6.2)

where D2 and D1 êrê the doses in ccy to points p2 and pr

respectively. The zaD is 65 ccy which is the bin size of
the hi stogram. The cvr and cvz are the cumulat ive vol_umes

of points P1 and P2 respectively.

6.5 " 3 Results

Table 14 presents the RÀNGE, 95%F.ÀNGE and EXRANGE of the

organs of interest for the uneq wts plan of the prostate
patient. The cumurative volumes of the bradder, rectum, and

left femoral head are graphed in figures 28, 29 and 30
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The cumulative volume of the right femoral

head is not presented since it is similar to that of the

left femoral head; basically linear with a single step. The

bladder and rectal cumurative volumes are nonlinear, but are
guite similar to each other. They consist at the high dose

end of a region with a large dose gradient which is the con-
tribution from the part of the organ adjacent to or even

defined as the target. À mid-dose region has a smarler dose

gradient. A second region with a rarge dose gradient is the

contribution from the part of the organ roughly at the beam

edge. The bradder which is significantly larger has regions
outside of the beam.

6.5.4 Di scuss ion

The RANGEs recorded in table 14 are alL greater than '1000

cGy, which suggests the 1%trrr of table 9 might be applicable
to the dose distribution under consideration. However, the
9S%RÀNGE of tabre 14 indicate that the RÀNGE is not a con-
cLusive parameter to evaluate the "Ál'fir of crinical dose dis-
tributions since the RÀNGE can differ significantly from the
9S%RÀNGE. For example; the accuracy of concl-usions based on

the RANGE of the left femorar head (19s0 cGy) would be dif-
ferent than those of the 95%RANGE (390 cGy)"

The EXRANGE differs significantly from the RÀNGE. The

rerationship of EXRÀNGE to the 95%RÀNGE depends on the organ

dose distribution" Dose distributions that are essentially
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a singre step will have practical-ry the same 9S%RANGE and

EXRÀNGE" But dose distributions which are strongly nonli-
near like those of the bradder and rectum will have signifi-
cantly different EXRÀNGE and 9S%RÀNGE (g0o ccy and 3640 ccy
for the rectum). Even though the EXRANGE is a worst case

scenario, it is a useful- parameter to determine the %Mrr of
an organ dose distribution if the ExRÀNGE is calculated from

the region which contributes a significant amount of the
r i sk (>50%) .

Table '15 gives further insight into this conclusion. For

the rectum, the linear subranges with eguivarent whole range

less than 1150 ccy is 98 to 97% isoodose, but this contrib-
utes 50% and 40% of the totar risk for the vccp and Lymwol B

algorithms respectivelyt These are significant fractions of
the total risk and conclusions based on the RÀNGE or
9S%RÀNGE could be misleading.

Bladder: The RÀNGE and gs%RANcE of the bladde r (s7za and

5460 ccy respectively) are rarger than the maximum RÀNGE

(2000 cGy) recorded in table 9 by a factor of z.g6 and 2.73
respectively. since the Z"MIr are increasing functions of
RÀNGE, the 1"/"t'irr should be acceptable f or the dose distribu-
Lion of the bladder" The bradder ExRÀNcE (1090 cGy) justi-
fies the above conclusion. Even for the bladder region that
has the largest dose gradient the 1%tfir. of tabre 9 are val_-

id.
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Thus the cPF, Lymwol À and sID risks should agree within
1% of the converged risk of the dose distribution if 3%

increments or smaller are taken. The VCCp and Lymwor B

should agree within 1% and s% respectively of their con-
verged risks if 0"8% increments are taken. À histogram bin
size of 1% is sufficent for risk analysis purposes.

Rectum: Like the bladder, the RÀNGE and 95%RÀNGE are
werl above 2000 ccy for a target dose of 6500 ccy.
Àlthough, the EXRANGE of Bo0 ccy is 22% of. rhe RANcEi the
corresponding 1%t"fir of table 9 are sti1l sufficently rarge
to avoid any problems. Thus the cpF, Lymwol À and sID risks
should agree with 1% of the converged risk of the rectal
dose distribution if 2% increments or smaller are used.
The VCCP and Lymwol B risks should agree within 1% and s%

respecLiveJ-y of their converged risks if o.g% increments are
used, but a histogram bin size of 1% is sufficent for risk
analysis.

Femoral Head: The left femoral head is the limiting
case. The right femoral head is not discussed except when

its resuLts wourd lead to differenL concrusions than that of
the left" À RÀNGE of 1950 cGy poses no probrems (refer to
tabl-e 9), however the 95%RÀNGE of 390 cGy does. The EXRÀNGE

of the left femoral- head is only marginally ress (320 cGy).
The risk of the linear subranges whose eguivalent whore

range are less than 42s ccy contibute 70% anà go% of the
toLar risks (see table 1s). The contribution is less for



the right femur onJ-y 30% and 60% for the VCCP

algori thms respect ive1y.
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and LymWol B

À reduction in the accuracy of the risk carculated by the
vccP algorithm for both femorar heads must be accepted.
Thus caution shourd be exercised in drawing concrusions
based on the vccP risks for the femoral heads. Like the
Lymt^]or B risks for all organs the vccp femoral head risks
courd be considered to be within 5% of their converged

risks.

6.5 " 5 Conclusion

In summary, RÀNGE and 95%RÀNGE

ters to determine the 1%tqII requi red

tribution; the usefulness of the

knowledge of the % cont ribution to
for Lhe various regions of the organ

are not reliable parame-

for an organ dose dis-
EXRÀNGE is augmented if
the total risk is known

dose distribution.

The bradder, rectal and femoral head risks for the cpF,

srD and Lymwol À algorithms are reliable to within 1% of. the
converged risk if 2% increments or smal_ler are implemented.

Even with the minimum increment of 1% (bin size of the his-
tograrn) the vccp and Lymwor B risks are only close to 1% and

5% of their converged risks respectively. For risk analysis
purposes this is acceptable but for the femoral heads a

reduction in the accuracy of the vccp risk is expected.
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6.6 S]GNIFTCÀNCE OF MTD OR ENDPOINT OF DOSE STEP

6.6 "1 Introduction

Both Dsl and D¡ have been proposed to approximate the

dose distribution within a dose step (refer to figure 20).

Clear1y as the AD (oot - D¡ ) decreases so does the signifi-
cance of choosing between Doi and D¡ " Note that AD is egual

to half of the dose increment (Dot - Do¡*r ). Since the Lym-

Wol algorithms are defined with Doi , the difference between

using Doi or D¡ is investigated with these argorithms for
the organ dose distributions of the Uneq Wts p1an.

The Lymwoì- MD defined by eguation (3.27 ) is modified to
carcurate the MD with D¡ which is just eguation (3"2). The

MDs will be distinguished by the subscripts 0 for Doì and 1

for D¡. Note it can be shown that:
MDe=MDr+AD

The same notation will be

tion for the LymWol A and

refers to equat i ion (3 "28)
tion (3.28) is modified ro

(6.3)

used to designate the approxima-

B al-gor i thms . Thus , LymWol Ào

r¡hi1e LymI,loI À1 indicates egua-

use D¡ instead of Doj 
"

6"6.2 Results

MD: The varues of the MDs and MDr rather than the corre-
sponding risks are analysed to avoid the nonlinearity of the

dose response equation. The recLar MDs obtained for 10%

isodose steps and less are recorded in table 16 . The MD of



each increment are recorded rerative to the MD of
isodose step in table 16 and graphed in figure 31

larJ-y, the rel-ative MDs of the lef t f emoral head are
in figure 32 The bradder and right femoral head

are simirar and thus no further conclusions coutd be

from them.
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the 1%

Simi-

graphed

results

deduced

Lvmtlol- À and B: The absolute risks of bladder stricture
carcurated by HSTRSK are presented in table 17 . The Lymwor

À risks rel-ative to the risk of the 1% isodose step (normal-
ization risk) are presented in table 1g for the bl_adder,
rectum and left femoral_ head. The LymWol À relative risks
for the bladder and left femoraL head are graphed in figures
33 and 34 Likewise the reLative risks of the Lymwol B for
the bladder and left femoral head are graphed in figures 35

and Jb

6.6.3 Discussion

MD: Recall from section S.3.1 that the MDr of Linear
dose distributions are independent of the dose increment
used to evaluate the dose distribution. As figures 31 and
32 indicate this is not true for crinical dose distribu-
tions. The magnitude of the % ðifference of the MD1 from
it's normalization value is always l_ess than the correspond_
ing MDs value from it's normalization.
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The MDr oscillate about the normalization varue which is
the Ì'Dr calcurated with 1% of 6500 ccy or 65 ccy dose incre-
ments. rdealÌy, the h{Ð calculated by infinitely smarl dose

increments (integral MD) should be the normalization but the
dose distribution are only accurate to 1% of the target
dose; so results of smarler dose increments are not physi-
cal1y significant. The magnitude of these oscillations
about the normarization val-ue generally decrease as the dose

increment decreases.

Figures 31 and 32 illustrate the MDo are a different
function of dose increment than the MDr. The graph of the
MDe does not oscillate about it's normalization value but
rather is decaying to it. That is the magnitude of the %

difference of the MDe vaLues from the normalization decreas-
es as the dose increment does.

The di f f erent behavi our of the two Ì"Ds can be expla ined
by scrutinizing equation (6.3). Às the varue of aD decreas-
es the magnitude of the difference between MD6 and MDr does;
hence in the limit as AD = 0 the MDs and MD1 will both equal
the integrar MD. Figure 31 can be interpreÈed that the MDr

oscillates about the integral varue whereas the MDs decays

to it. rf Doì is used to approximate the dose distribution
within a dose step then the integral MD will be overestimat-
ed and as the dose increment decreases so does the overesti-
mation" rf D¡ is used to approximate the dose distribution
within a dose step then the dose distribution determines if
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the the integrar MD is overestimat.ed or underestimated. The

magnitude of the over or underestimation decreases as the

dose increment does" rf a magnitude of 1% ð,ífference from

the normalization dose is defined as acceptabre then the MD1

remains within this criteria for rarger values of the dose

increment than the MDe

All these points together suggest the MDr wourd be a more

logical parameter than MDs to calculate for clinical dose

distributions. The 1% dose increment which is 65 ccy for a

target dose of 6500 ccy has been recommended to calculate
the vccP and Lymwol B algorithms within 1 and s% of their
converged values in the previous section. For this dose

increment the MDo and MDr differ by less than 1% from each

other which is insignificant.

Lvmwol À: Figures 33 and 34 demonstrate clearry that the

LymwoJ- À1 relative risks differ significantry ress from

their normalization risks than the Lymwol Ae relative risks
do from theirs. The Lymwol À1 risks oscillaLe about the

normalization risk and the magnitude of these oscillations
generally decreases with the dose increment. sirnilar to the

MDe results the Lymwor Ào relative risks decay to the nor-
malization value as the dose increment decreases.

Even for risks calculated with the minimum dose increment

1% or 65 cGy, the % difference of the Lymwol Àe from the Àr

risks are 4"7, 3"7, 12.9 and 11"7% f or t.he bladder, rectum,
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and right and left. femoral heads respectively. The decision
to approximate the dose distribution within a dose step by

Doì or D; does significantly affect the risk calculated by

the Lymwol A algorithm. In section 6.5"5 the Lymwol À1 risk
was estimated to be within 1% of its converged value for
dose i nc rements of 2% or l-ess , thi s est imate i s supported by

the Lymwol À1 risks for the bradder, rectum and reft femoral
head recorded in tabre 18 The Lymwol Àe risks recorded in
table 18 do not demonstrate the same stabilization as the
Lymwor À1 risks. How much further woui-d the Lymwol Ae risk
decay for even smaller dose increments? The Lymwor Às and

À1 risks become eguat in the limit of aD - 0 and since the
Lymwol À1 risks appear stabirized; the LymwoJ. Ae risks must

be overestimates. Thus if the Doi are used to approximate
the dose distribution within a dose step then even for the
minimum dose increment of 1% the Lymg{ol Às risks have not
stabilized and are overestimates.

Lvmwol B: The Lymwol B risks must be evaluated with dif-
ferent criteria than the Lymwol À risks, since dose incre-
ments of 0"8% or less are required if they are to agree
within 5% of the converged value. Figure 35 ilrustrates
that for the bladder relative risks, the LymWol B1 oscillate
about the normalization vaLue. Às shown in figure 35 the
Lymwol B1 risks of the reft femoral head are scattered but
demonstrate a Lrend of decreasing risk as the dose increment
decreases. The Lym}Íor Br risk of the left femoral head are
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not sufficently converged to t.he integral value so conclu-
sions are difficult to draw. Nevertheless the Lymwol B1

risks are generally closer to their normalization value than

the corresponding Lymwol Be risks are to theirs. The Lymwol

Bo risks demonstrate a generar trend of decreasing as the

dose increment decreases" It would be difficurt to justify
for the Lymwol B algorithm the choice of. only one of the two

approximations of the dose distribution wiLhin a dose step
since neither appears to be advantageous.

6.6.4 Conclusion

The effects on the MD, Lymwol À risk, and Lymwol B risk
have been investigated for the approximation of the dose

distribution within a dose step. The MD results indicate D1

is preferable to Doj but at 1% dose increments the differ-
ence between the MDe and I,lDr is insignificant (<1%). The

LymWoI À resuLts showed even for 1% dose increments the D;

was the approximation of choice. The Lymr^7ol B results were

inconclusive. These considerations may support that Di is a

better approximation.

ORGAN RISK ÀS A FUNCTION OF THE DOSE INCREMENT

.1 Introduction

6"7

6.7

The CPF, SID, LymWol Ar, VCCP

plication for the organ dose di
plan are calculated with the ti

and LymWol B1 risks of com-

stributions of the Uneq Wts

ssue response data of table



12 and their behaviour analysed as a function of
increment, Note: the LymWoL A and B risks have

sented in the tabl-es and f igures of the previous
only the LymWol À1 and B1 are investigated since it
erable to approximate the dose distribution withi
step by Di (refer to previous section).
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the dose

been pre-

section;

i s pref-
n a dose

The bladder and rectum risks are

from the femoral risks because:

considered separately

The EXRÀNGE of the femoral dose distributions are

considerably less and are not suff icent for the vccp

to agree within 1% of. its converged risk even for 1%

dose increments.

The bladder and rectum are adjacent to and partly
defined as the target; thus they have similar cumula-

tive volurne histograms.

6,7 "2 Results

The LymWol À1 and 81 absolute risks for risks of bladder
stricture of each dose increment are recorded in table 17

The Lymwol À1 risks for the bladder, rectum and left femoral
head relative to their 65 dose increment risk are recorded
in table 18 for the 650 ccy and smarler dose increments.
Figure 33 and 34 graph the Lymwol Àr risk of bladder stric-
ture and necrosis of the left femoral head for each dose

¿.

increment. F igure 35 and 36 graph the LymWoI Br risk of
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bladder stricture and necrosis of the right femoral head for
each dose increment. The vccp risks of complication as a

function of dose increment relative to the normalization
risk are recorded in table 19 for each organ. Figure 37

graphs the relative rectal risks of the Lymwol Br, sID and

vccP of each dose increment investigated. Note: the cpF,
Lymwol Àr r sID and vccp have simirar graphs; in fact, the
srD and Lymwol A data points would be graphed between those
of the cPF and vccp. Finally table zo contains the maximum

% difference of each algorithm from the normalization risk.
rn the table the bladder and rectal risks are grouped
together and likewise for the femorar head results. Thus 1%

in the cPF coLumn and the 260 ccy dose increment row of the
bradder and rectum section indicates the cpF risks are with-
in 1% of the normalization risk.

6.7 "3 Discussion

Bladder and Rectum: Às seen in tabre 19 the vccp risk of
the bradder and rectum oscirl-ate about the normalization
value with the magnitude of the oscillations decreasing as
the dose increment decreases. similar behaviour is observed
in the previous section for the bradder risks of the Lymwol_

A1 and 81 risks and for the CpF, LymWol 81 and VCCp risks of
rectal stricture in figure 37 This supports the concept
Èhat the algorithms are reasonably converged to Lhe integrar
risks for these organ disÈributions. The maximum % differ_
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ences for the bladder and rect,um given in table 20 support
t.he conclusion of section 6.5 that the cpF, Lymwol Ar, and

srD risks shourd be within 1% of the converged risk for 2%

dose increments and less. The fact that relative risk prots
of the same organ dose distribution and tissue response data

are so similar as demonstrated in figure 37 indicate the

risk varies with dose increment mainly as a function of the

dose-volume histogram" Às well figure 37 shows the Lymwol B

algorithm is more sensitive to variations in the dose-vorume

hi stograms than the other aJ_gor i thms .

Femoral Heads: r f the Lymwol B 1 results for the femoral
heads are excluded, the relative risks oscillate about the
normalization val-ue (ref er to f igure 34 and tabLe i 9).
Àgain this supports the concept that the algorithms are rea-
sonabLy converged to the integral risk for the femoral dose

distributions. However the LymWol B algorithm shows an

increased sensitivity to variations in the dose-volume his-
togram" For the Lymwol B algorithm smarl_er dose increments
are required to stabilize the risk even if s% rather than 1%

is taken as the endpoint.

6 "7 "4 Conclusion

Excluding the LymWol B the normalization risk
er algorithms converge if agreement within 1% is
the endpoint. The relative risk data demonstra

algorithms that the total risk is sensitive to

of the oth-

defined as

te for all
changes in
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the dose-volume histogram and the magnitude of the changes

in the rerative risk are al-most the same for atl algorithms
except the Lymwol B. The Lymwor B is strongly sensitive to
variations arising in the dose-volume histogram and thus it
is necessary to calculate the dose-voLume histogram to a

higher accuracy. However even the smarrest dose increment

investigated is not good enough for the Lymwol B and thus

conclusions should be drawn from the Lymwor B with care.

6.8 À COMPARTSON WTTH CLTNICÀL DOSE DISTRTBUTIONS

6.8.1 Introduction

rn this section the risk argorithms are compared for the
organ dose distributions of the uneq wts plan of the pros-
tate patient. Àgain the tissue response data of table 12

are used to evaluate the risk. rn the previous section the
risk of complications of each dose increment were analysed
and conclusions drawn which included the observation that
the risk calcutated with 1% or 65 ccy dose increments

appeared sufficently stabilized for the cpF, Lymwol À1 and

sID algorithms. so the algorithms are mainJ_y compared for
65 ccy dose increments.

6"8"2 Results

Tabre 21 presents for each dose increment the % ð.ífference
of bladder stricture of each algorithm from the srD risk.
The sID risk was choosen as the normatization since:



It is a published algorithm.
It does not use the pLE.

The CPF is its first order approximation.

Tables 22 contains

1

¿"

dose increments for
ence ot these risks
23

The CPF and LymWol À1 risks
% difference from the SID risk
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the risk of complication of the 65 ccy

each algor i thm and organ . The % ð,íf f er-
from the SID risk are recorded in table

5.8.3 Discussion

The sID risk is always greater than the cpF risk (its first
order approximation) and thus agrees with their definitions.
Às well the Lymwol Br risks are always greater than those of
other algorithms and thus supports the observation in sec_
tion 5.2 that the LymWol B1 overestimates the risk of com_

plication but all the other algorithms could calculate risk
incorrectly. The order of the risk calcurated by the algor-
ithms varies apart from the above tr¡o observations and the
vccP is greater than the stD and cpF. For the limited organ
distributions and tissue response data investigated it can_
not be ascertained that the vccp is always greater than the
srD or Lymwol À1. since the Lymwor À1 risks were car.curated
always with a pLC close to 1/X the relationships of the Lym_

wol A1 to the vccp or srD risk for other pLC are not known.

However most organs have values of the pLC crose to 1/x.

recorded in table 21 show the

are almost the same for dose
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increments less than 325 cGy" This observation supports

t.hat the CPF, LymWol À1 and SID algorithms are within j% of.

their converged risks for the bladder if 195 ccy dose incre-
ments or less are used to calculate the dose-volume histo-
9ram.

Àlthough severaf organ dose distributions are incruded

there is a Ì,reakness in this section. sets of tissue
response data vrere seLected from publ-ished values and as

expected none of the risks of compJ.ication exceeded 15%

(except for Lymwol B) and thus conclusions about the risk
algorithms above this limit are not definite. However this
is not critical since any treatment plan with risks of a

serious complication above 15% would be judged unacceptable.

For tabre 23 the risks of the argortihms are within 15% of.

each other for all dose distributions if the Lymwol B

results are excluded. The Lymwol B results are considerably
greater than those of the other algorithms. In other sec-

tions of this chapter probrems with the Lymwoi. B resurts
have been noted and the results of this section indicate it
greatly overestimate the risk confirming the observation of
section 5.2.

6"8 "4 Conclusions

The risks of table 23 suggest

risks of complications of the

vided that:

the relative agreement of the

algorithms is within 1i% pro-
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1 " the LymWol B algorithm is not considered.
2" the risks are not above the cl_inicaL range.

The Lymwol B1 risks calcurated from the same dose-vorume

histogram and dose response eguation are significantry high-
er than the other algorithms.

COMPÀRISON OF ÀLTERNÀTIVE DOSE DTSTRIBTUIONS

1 I ntroduct ion

6"9

6.9.

The clinical application
calculation of the complicati
dose distributions to assess

ment p1ans. At first glance

a treatment plan by combining

into a total risk, which has

451. The difficulries wirh

tigated in this thesis. Some

of risk analysis involves the

ons of interest from the organ

objectively alternative treat-
, it appears simple to evaluate

the risk of each complication

indeed been suggested [qZ and

such an approach are not inves-

of them are:

2"

the relat ive morbidi ty of each compl icat ion and

appropriate weighting factors for each risk of com-

plication.

to model the risk of recurrence in the target more

sophisticated algorithms are required since the tar-
get volume reponds nonuniformly to irradiation and

thus tumor cel1 density, hypoxic and necrotic regions

should be considered.
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Rat.her the focus of the thesis is the evaruation of organ

dose distributions not treatment prans! The objective of
this section is to investigate the clinicat significance of
organ dose distributions. so even though target dose dis-
tributions have been evaluated by nonrisk methods lzll the
combination with risk analysis is not investigated.

The risks of complication of each organ of interest for
the prostate patient are calculated for the unEq wts and Eq

wts plan with different sets of tissue response data.

6.9.2 Results

Three different sets of Dso and o for rectal stricture
rr'ere f ound or calcurated f rom data in the literature l4Z, 42

and 32 respectivelyl and they are (Dso of 9000, o of 1520),
(8000 ,1220 ) and (7500,750) " similarly two sets were found

for the bladder 142 and 321 and they are (g0oo ,1220) and

(7200,720). while for necrosis of the femoral head the tis-
sue response value of bone necrosis quoted by Lyman l32l was

used. The PLc(1) was set to the varue Lyman suggests which

are 0.1 for Lhe bladder and rectum and 0.os for the femoral
heads 1321.

Table 24 contains the risk carculated with a dose incre-
ment of 65 cGy for all organs of interest. The recLal risks
relative to the SID risk are presented in table 25
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6.9"3 Discussion

The risks of table 25 demonstrate for crinical organ dose

distributions and tissue response data that the % difference
of the CPF to the VCCP risk is less than 1O%" So if the
Lymwor B1 results are excruded then the algorithms agree
within 10% of. each other, which is sirnirar to 15% observed
in section 6.8. However the accuracy of the crinical data
leads much to be desired; the difference of risks from clin-
ical sets of tissue response data exceeds the difference
beLween the risks from different algorithms (excruding Lym-

wor B); indeed the magnitude of the risk difference can be

up to 32 times more. crearly the accuracy of the tissue
response data is the limiting factor to determine the crini-
cal significance of organ dose distributions.

Should the Lymlrol B

of the femoral head

uncommon; thus dose

parameters for prostate

femoral data be ignored? Fractures

induced by radiotherapy are rather
di str ibtuions generated by typical
plans should reflect this.

Differences between the Eq wts and uneq wts plans can be

observed" For atl corresponding data sets the bladder
stricture risk of the Eq wts plan is ress than the uneq wts
pran but the converse occurs for the rectal risks. precise-
Iy as expected since the uneg wts plan reduces the dose to
the posterior rectal walr to avoid rectar compJ.ications! rf
the Lymwol B femoral risks are ingored then the difference



between the femoral risks are cl_inicaIly
the treatment plans are ranked on the
paragraph; then a conclusion is dif
decrease in bladder or rectal risk merit
othe r ?
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insignificant. If
obserat ions of thi s

f icult. Does the

the increase in the

6.9 " 4 Conclusions

For risks bel-ow the clinical range (<1s%) ttre magnitude
of the difference between the risks for different tissue
response data is the major limiting factor to determine the
clinical outcome of organ dose distributions (risk). Àlter-
native organ dose distributions can be ranked in terms of
clinical outcome since the algorithms are consistent for the
same tissue response data. However the absolute value of
the risks of complication couÌd not be determined within
sufficent accuarcy to allow alternative treatment plans to
be ranked if more than organ complication is considered!

]NTERPOLÀTION FOR MISSING SLICES

.1 Introduction

The HSTRSK program can linearly interpolate for missing
slices. In this section the bladder and rectar risks are
analysed for dose-volume histograms calculated from the com-

plete and partial set of data. The prostate patient has a

complete set of consecutive cT srices for arl four organ
volurnes. The bladder interpolated risks are calcurated with

6"10

5.10
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the dose distribution and contour data of the srices a5, +3,

and +1 cm above the midplane. While the complete set of
data includes the +5, +4, +3r +2 and +1 slices. similarly,
the rectum interporated risks are calculated from a dose-
vorume histogram calculated from an incomplete data set con-
sisting of the +3, +1, -1, and -3 srices. whereas the com-

plete set is defined as the dose-vorume histogram calcurated
from the data of the +3 to -3 slices consectively.

6.10 "2 Results and Discussion

Table 26 presents the bradder and rectal risks for the
comprete and incompJ-ete data sets defined above and each

individual slice. The average risk of the individual risks
is included as welr. The individual risk of each slice are

calcurated by simply considering the dose-vorume histogram
generated from the srice as equivalent to an organ dose-vol-
ume histogram. The tissue response data of tabre 12 is used

to generate the risks"

The bladder risks calculated from the dose-volume histo-
gram generated by the +5 srice data are considerably less
than the risks of the other srices. since the treatment
field extends from -5 cm belo¡v the midplane to +5 cm above

the reduction in bladder dose and hence risk at the +5 cm

lever is consistent. The rectal risks and thus dose-volume

histograms of the individual slices do not follow a reason-
able pattern and appear to vary randomly. Thus the accuracy
of the rectal contour is questionable.
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The individuar risks vary considerably up to a factor of
roughly I for the sIÐ rectal risks and even more for the

bradder. The srD risk of individual srices differ signifi-
cantly (>7,5%) from the risk of the complete set and this
includes the midprane as werl" Às concruded in section
6"8"4 the % difference in the crinical range of the algor-
ithms from one another is ress than 1s%" The average of the

individual risks di ffers by 7 ,4% anð i1 "5% for the sID

algorithm of the bradder and rectum respectively, which dem-

onstrate the nonlinearity of the risk algorithms. The cal--

culation of the average risk reguires the dose-vorume histo-
gram of the organ for each srice as the risk of the complete

data set does yet the interpolated risks approximate better
the risk of the complete data set.

An argorithm which linearry interpolates cannot be

applied to dose-volume histograms such as the rectum. How

can the dose-volume histograms of the +3 and +1 srices
account for the +2 dose-volume histogram? Thus the bradder

and rectal interporated risks are discussed separately. The

sID bladder interplolated risks do not differ significantJ_y
(>7.5%) from the risk of the complete set, The srD rectaL
interporated risks are reasonably crose to t.he risk of t.he

compJ-ete set 9.0% but the accuracy of rectal- contours is
quest i onable "
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6"i0.3 Conclusion

It is difficurt to draw concLusions from such a small

sample size except that the risk calcurated for a dose-vol-
ume histogram generated from individuar slices can be sig-
ni f icantJ-y dif f erent (minimum % ðíf f erence was 7.5 ) f rom the

complete set risk and thus evaruation of risk with dose-vor-
ume histograms generated by one srice are not advisable.
Interpolated risks differ less from the risk of the complete

set than the average risk of the risks of the individual
slices, but the practice of interporating cannot be recom-

mended with such limited results.
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Figure 25: Patient Cross Section: '1cm above Midplane

The target contour (1) consists of the prostate contour(2) plus a 1.Scm margin. The organs of intèrest of a pros-
tate paÈient are the rectum (3), the femoral heads (q and 5)
and the bladder (6)" The standard box technique consists of
4 perpendicular and isocentric beams" The anterior posteri-
or (ep) _and posterior anterior (pa) have gantry anglás of 00
and 180o respectively. Two laterals (nt and Lt Lat) are
incident at 900 and 2700 respectively. Only the beam cen-
ters are drawn.
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TÀBLE 1 1

Organs of each SIice

The symbols indicate
The type of symbol indi
is included in calculatr*' indicates it. i s whi

for which leveLs the organs extend.
cates íf the organ data of the sliceion of the dose-volume histogram. A
Ie a 'o' indicates it is not.

Level
(cm)

Bl adde r Left and Right
Femoral Head

Rec tum Prostate
Target

+5
+4
+3
+2
+t

0

-l

-¿
-3

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

o
o
*
*
*

*
*

*

*
*



The Dso, o and PLC
The typical PLC value
values of Dso and o
from Schulthei ss l+21
comes from Lyman [32]
necrosis is from Lyman

TÀBLE 12

Tissue Response Data

are given for each organ
for the LymWol equations
for rectal and urethal
whereas for the value

. The tissue response
[32].
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c ompl i cat i on
is 0.1. rhå
str icture are

of the PLC(1)
daLa for bone

S i te : Adenoca rc i noma
Stage i B2

of the Prostate

Complication Dso(cGy) o(cGy) PLC(1)

Rectal sLricture
Urethal stricture
Necrosis femoral Head

8000
8000

5200

1 520
1 220

620

0" 1

0. '1

0,0s
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J = Number of Z levels eg.2
Àre there any Z levels within the range missing? y/N
How many internal contours are there? eg. 4
Are there contours with volume outside the range? V/N
Thickness of SIices; defautt" 1"0 : 1.000
Fo'r Contour 1 Dsoro eg. 800011216
For Contour 2 Ð5o ro eg. 8000 ,1216For Contour 3 D5oro eg. 8000 11216For Contour 4 Dso ro ê9. 8000 ,1216For Contour 5 Dso ro ê9. 8000,1216
For Contour 6 Ds o to êg. 8000 11216elc(1); default. 0.1: 0.1000
Isodose Step, must be integer; default 5: 5
For Z egual to 1 contour file? : WTSNSX

Dose Distribution File? : WTSNUS
K & S of logistic and PLC 10.14348

Contour # Isodose(i) Dose
(cGy)

TÀBLE 1 3

output of HSTRSK

TITLE :eg" Up to 20 characters : HSTRSK
NORM DOSE, TÀRGET ÐOSE. eg. 4000,6500 cGy :

Rel-at i ve MDo
Volume

3500 6500

E vol(i-1)

0.0000
0.4787
0.5020
0.6366
0 .67 62
0.7089
0 "7862
0.999s

0"0010
0.0005
0.0033
0.0033
0.0033
0.00s7
0 " 0033
0 " 0083
0 " 0049

1

N
6
N

00
00
00
00
00

8000 1220

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

45
40
?tr
JJ

30
25
20
15
10

2925 0.4787 1 556
2600 0.1234 1917
2275 0.034 6 2006
1 950 0.0395 2096
1625 0.0327 2160
1 300 0.0773 2286
975 0.2133 2563
650 0.0000 2563

The risk of MDs of contour 6
The risk of MD1 of contour 6
The SID risk of contour 6 is
The CPF risk of contour 6 is
The VCCP risk of contour 6 is
The LymWol Ào risk of contour
The LymWol À1 risk of contour
The LymWoI Bo risk of contour
The LymWol B1 risk of contour

sToP --

Note: the Isodose(i)
dose step.

1S
is

6 is
6 is
6 is
6 is

is the lesser dose of the current
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Figure 28: Bladder Cumulative Vo1ume vs. Dose Increment

The bladder cumulative volume as a function of dose. The
Pr (6565,0.1962) and pz(6630ro "0766) are used carcurate the
EXRÀNGE which equals an equivarent whole range of 1090 ccy
( refer to table 1 4 ) "
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TÀBLE 14

The Range Parmeters of Organ Dose Ðistributions

Pa rame te r
Ri ght
Femur
(cGy)

Left
Femur
(ccy)

Bladder

(cGy)

Rectum

(cGy)

RANGE

95%RÀNGE

EXRANGE

2340

sB5

420

1950

390

320

5720

5460

1 090

3705

3640

800

The RÀNGE and 9S%RÀNGE which are defined by equations(5.5) and (6"2) respectively are recorded for each organ.
For both femurs 9S%RÀNGE is considerably different from the
RANGE and thus indicate the RANGE is not a useful parameter
by itself.
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1"0

0"8

0"6

o.+

o"2 P1

t)t2
0"0

1 300 3900 5200 6500

lncrement(cGy)

Figure 292 Rectal Cumulative Vo1ume vs. Dose Increment

The rectal cumul-at ive volume as a f unct ion of dose. The
EXRANGE is calculated as follows: 1) ffre fractional volume
which has the maximum slope is calculated (0.1619) which is
f or Pr (6370,0"1975) and pz(ø+35,0.0356). 2) The subrange of
the fractional volume is calculated (130 cGy). 3) rtre
gquivalent whole volume range is calculated 800 ccy
(13occy/0"1619).

2600
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CI

E
J
o

q)

U
f
E
:J()

1.0

0.8

0,6

4"4

4.2

0.0

Figure 30: Left Femoral

2600 3900 5200 6500

lncrement(ccy)

Head Cumul-at i ve Volume vs Dose

The left
steeper slope
and P2 which
(41 60,0 " 4705 )

femoral head
than those of
calcuLate the
re spec t i vely .

cumulative
the bladder

EXRÀNGE are

volume graph has a
and rectum" The P1(¿ogs,o.8719) and

1 300
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Risk from Regions

TABLE 1 5

with a small Extrapolated Range

Organ Subrange AJ- gor i thm Ri sk &) o/
/o of TotaI

Lt Femoral Head

iltrtt

64-62
lt

VCCP

LymWol B

0

4

1 352

'13

70

80

Rt Femoral Head

tttril

65 - 63

I

VCCP

LymWol B

0.1395

13 .94

30

60

Rec tum

tt

98-97
il

VCCP

LymWol B

4

tr

4003

35

50

40

The partial risks of the subranges which have smaLLextrapolated ranges compared with thã rest of the organssubranges are defined as ress_than 42s, 675 and 1150 ccy forthe ref t f emoral. h"-1g , r i ght f emoral héad and rectum respec-tive]y.. only the vccp añd Lymwol B algorithms are investí-
:?::1 since they do not agree within 1"i" of their convergedr 1 sRs.
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TÀBLE 1 6

Rectal MD of each Dose Increment

Dose Increment MDe MDr

cGy o/
/o (cGy) ReLative ( cGy ) Relative

1300
975
780
5s0
520
390
325
260
130

55

2A
15
12
10
I
6
c
J

4
2
1

57 21
5687
567 3
5497
5533
5453
5380
5355
5300
s258

1

I

1

1

I

1

.088

.082

.07 9

.045

.052

.037

.023

.018

.008
" 000*1

5071
5199
528 3
517 2
527 3
5258
521 7
5225
523 5
5225

0.970
*0.995

1 .011
*0.990
*1 .009
*'1 .006
't0.998
't1 .000
*1.002
*1.000

The value of the dose increment is recorded in ccy aswell as % of. the target dose (6500 cGy). The value of MDo
and MDr in cGy, and relative to the MDe and MD1 of the 65ccy dose increment are given. The values of MDe and I,fDrv¡hich are within 1% of their normarization value arelabelled with the * symbol.
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1.10
o< MDO
@_____ @ MD I

1 .05

1 .00

0.95
65 260 455 650 845 1 040 1235

Figure 3'1 : Rectal MD of each Dose I ncrement

The relative MDe and MDr of table 16 are graphed above.
The normarization values of the MDe and MD1 w€rê 5258 and
5225 "5 ccy respect i veIy. The I'fDe decays to the normar i za-
tion vaÌue as the dose increment decreases while the MD1
oscillates about it's normalization value.

lncrement(cGy)
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Figure 32: Left Femoral Head MD of each Dose Increment
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as functions of the
about the normali-
as the dose incre-
of the Ì'fDe and l.{D I

The relative MDo and MD1 ãFê graphed
dose increment. Àgain the Ì'{Dr oõciilatezation value whereas the MDs decay tã- itment decreases. The normalizatioñ valuesare 4202 and 4169.5 ccy respectively.
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TÀBLE 17

Bradder stricture as Function of Dose Increment

o/
/o Ri sk

I nc remen t LymI^Jol Àe LymWoI À1 LymI.ioI Bo Lymt^to1 B 1

300
975
680
6s0
420
390
325
260
1:?0

6s

16.5011
9 .637 2

11.0117
10.1893

8 .17 87
7.6515
7 .7 368
7 .2244
6.5425
6.2551

8 "2747
4 "9342
6 .667 6
6 .7 157
5.7218
s.8510
6.1954
6.0342
5 .97 17
5.9745

34.8020
13.7652
16.9120
18.9822
12.2364
15.9333
12.97 04
1 1 .9082
1'1 .6455
1 1 .4436

17 "8392
6 .897 4

10.0988
1 2 .6095
8.4851

12.3768
10"3881
9.9418

10.6457
10.9416

For each increment
for the LymWol eguati
data of the bladder
risks are a Dso, s
respectively.

the % risk of stricture of the bladder
ons are recorded. The tissue responsestricture used to calculate the àbo,re
and PLC of 8000 cGy, j2O0 ccy and O ".1



TABLE '18

LymWoI A Risks relative to the Normalization Risk

140

are the %
ncrements.
norma I i zed
Ae and Àr
value are

The 'NORM's are
r i sks calcuLated f.
The LymI^IoI À risks
to the appropriate
which are within
labelled with the *

the normalization risks which
rom histograms with 55 ccy i
of each compJ- icat i on have been
NORM. The values of LymWol
1% of thei r normal-ízat ion
symbol respectively.

Normalized Risk

I nc remen t Bladde r Rec tum Left Femoral
Head

cGy o/ Às À1 Àe À1 Ào À1

650
520
390
325
260
i 30

65

10
B

6

4
2
1

r " bJ
'1 .31
1 .22
1 .24
1"16
1 .05

* 1 .00

1.12
0.96
0. 98
1 .04

*1.01
*1.00
*1.00

1 .21
t.3/
1 "221.14
1.11
1 .04

*1.00

0.84
1 .04
1 .03

'r0.99*0.99
*1.00
'r1.00

3.45
2.89
1 .63
'1 .43
1 .47
1.14

*1.00

1.23
1.31
0.90
0.89
1.03

*1.01
*1.00

NORM 6 "2551 5 .97 45 8.2649 7.9681 0.2288 0.2026
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Figure 33: Lymwor A Risk of Bladder stricture vs Dose
f nc rement
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of the dose
normalization
as the dose

of the LymWol

The risk of bladder stricture is a functionincrement. The LymWoI À1 oscillates about therisk with the oscillation magnitude decreasingincrement decreases. The noimalization risk-
Àe and À1 are 6.2551 and 5.9745% respectively,
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Figure 34: Necrosis of the Right Femoral Head vs Dose
I nc rement

The risk of necrosis of the femoral head is a function ofthe increment size. The symbol I t indicates the normalizedrisks are off the scare of the graph. For the szo and 650
cGy increments the normalized risks are a factor of 2.43 and2.86 larger than the 65 ccy risk. Normarization risk of
LymWol Ao and À1 âF€ 0.4691 and 0.4200 respectively.
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Figure 35: Lymwol B Bladder Risk vs Dose Increment size

The risk of bladder stricture is graphed as a function ofthe increment. The normalization risk- of LymWoI Bo and Brare 11 "4436 and 10 "9416 respectively"

LymWol B s
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Figure 36: LymWol B Femoral Head Risk vs Dose Increment

graphed as a function of
r i sks are 5 .7 6% anð S "25%
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TABLE 19

VCCP Relative Risks versus I sodose Steps

The risks
ment relat ive
8.57%, 0.433
femoral head
within 1% of* symbol.

of the VCCP are recorded for
to their normalization value

1% anð 0.2004% for the bladder
and left femoral head respecti
their normalization value are

each dose incre-
which are 6.36%,

, rectum, r ight
ve1y. The risks
labeIled with the

Dose fncrement BI adde r Rectum Femoral Head
o/
/a cGy Ri ght Left

20
15
12
10
I
6
tr

4
2
1

1300
975
s80
650
520
390
325
260
'1 30

65

1 .46
0.80
1"'1 0
t.tJ
0.94
0 "97
1 .03

't1.00*1.00
*1.00

0 .62
1 .00
1.17
0.84
1 .07
1 .02
0 .97
0.98

*1.00
*1.00

2.180
1 .558
1 .106
1 .151
1.235
0 "946
1 .035
1 .054

* 1 .005
'k1.000

3 .646
2.107
1.501
1 122| . LJJ

1.315
0.904
0.892
1 .033

,k'1 . 008
*1.000



lncrement(cGy)

Figure 37: Rectum Relalive Risks of each Dose Increment
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t.
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þ

975 1 300

rectum relative
increments are
VCCP, SID, Lym-

in fact, the SIÐ
between those of

4d
I .Ct

1.6

1"4

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

LymWol B,

VCCP

CPF
.Ø
É
Eo
ë
Ð
E¡-
o
z.

32s 650

The LymWol B, VCCP, and CpF risks of theLo the risk calculaLed with 65 ccy dosegraphed for each dose increment. Note: the
Wol À and CPF all have very similar graphs;
and LymWol- À data points woul-d be giaphed'
the CPF and VCCP"
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TÀBLE 20

% Ðíft from Normalization Risk

Dose Increment
cGy

Organs CPF LymWol À SID VCCP LymWoI B

325

250

130

B/R

B/R

B/R

4%

*1%

*1%

EO/J/o

*1%

*0.5%

4%

ao/L/o

*0.5%

ao/J/o

'\ o,/¿/o

*1%

11%

10%

20/

325

260

130

Femurs

Femur s

Femurs

11%

6%

*1%

1
40/l/o

EO/J/o

1%it

11%

6%

*1%

110/I l/o

6%

*1%

63%

63%

33%

The maximum % ðifference from the normatization risk (G5
cGy dose increments ) are recorded f or the 325, 260 and '1 30
ccy increments. The bladder and rectum are discussed col-
lectively and identified by the syrnbol 'B/R'. Similarly the
risks of the left and right femoral head are analysed coL-
lectively and identified by the title Femurs. The * symbol
indentifies the risks within 1% of the normalization value
except for the LymWol B where it indicates within 5%,
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TÀBLE 21

% Dífference of Bladder Risks from the SID Risk

Dose
o/

I nc rement
cGys

CPF
o/
/o

LymWol À
o/
,/õ

SID
o/
./a

VCCP
o/
/o

LymWol -B
o/
/o

20
15
12
10

a

6
R

4
2

I

1300
975
780
650
520
390
325
260
130

65

-1.8
-3.0
_2 '7

-2 .4
-2.7
-¿. /
-2"6
-2.5
-2.5

-J " I

-1 .3
-1 "7
-1.8
-1 "4
-t"J
-1 .4
_1 1

-1 .2
-1 -2

0"0
0"0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0"0
0"0
0.0
0"0
0"0

+8.7
+1 "9
+3 .4
+5. 3
+2"9
+4 "2+â, ¿.

+4 .4
+5.0
+5. 3

+209
+138
+1 49
+184
+1 46
+208
+165
+ tbJ
+17 6
+181
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TÀBLE 22

Risks of Complication Calculated by 1% Dose Steps

Organ CPF LymWol À r SID VCCP LymWol B 1

Bladder
Rec tum

Right Femoral Hd
Left Femoral Hd

5.89
7"88
O.3BB
0. 199

E O?

7 "97
0.430
0.200

6
I
0
0

05
08
407
200

6
I
0
0

37
57
433
200

10"94
12"58
21 .9
5.25

The organ risk of complication of each algorithm are
recorded for the 65 ccy dose increment.
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% Dífference from

TABLE 23

SID Risk for 65 cGy Dose fncrements

The % dífference of the risk calculatedincrements f rom the StD risk. The "ã1,r",calculated with 65 ccy dose incrementã-are0.4072 and 0.1997 for rhe bladder, iË.tur,right femoral_ head respectively.

with 65 ccy dose
of the SID risk
6.0469, 8.0912,
left femoral and

Organ CPF
õ/
/o

LymWoI À1
o/
/o

VCCP
o/
/o

LymWol B 1

o/
/o

Bladder

Rec t um

Right Femoral Hd

Left Femoral Hd

-2 .5

-2.4

-L1

-0.2

-1.¿

-1 .4

+5. 5

+0 -2

+5. 3

+2 "5

+6.4

+0.4

+18'1

+156

+5380

+2630



The PLC of the
and rectum, and
left femoral head
Fm Hd' and 'Lt Fm

TABLE 24

Bladder Risk of Each AJ_gorithm

LymWoI algorithms
0.05 for the femoral
are designated in
Hd' respectiveJ.y"
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are 0.1 for the bladder
heads. The right and

the organ column as 'Rt

Organ D5 ,o PÌan CPF LymWoI À1 SID VCCP LymWoJ- B 1

Bladder 8000,1220

7200,720

Uneq

tt

5"89

8 "67

5 "97

I " 93

6.05

9.10

6 "37

9.90

10.94

19"33

B ladde r
lt

8000,1220

7200,720

Eq

il

5 "32

7 "44

s"38

7 "60

5,44

7.72

5"68

8.25

9 .47

15.41

Rectum

il

il

8000 ,1520

8000 ,1220

7500,750

Uneq

tt

ll

7.88

4 "82

3 -37

7 .96

4 " 86

3.40

8. 08

4 .90

3 .42

8.57

s.08

3.52

58

27

78

12

I
6

Rectum

il

ll

8000,1520

8000 ,1220

7500,750

Eq

tt

ll

9.48

6 " 06

4.7 4

o tr?

6.11

4.78

9 "73

6. 18

4. B3

37

45

00

10

6

Ê

14. q?

10.29

9 .43

Rt Fm Hd

ltiltl

6200,620

6200,620

Uneq

Eq

0.39

0.13

0.43

0.1s

0. 41

0.14

0.43

0.1s

21 .92

13.30

Lt Fm Hd

lrilil

6200,620

6200,620

Uneq

Eq

0.20

0 " 04

0.20

0.04

0.20

0.04

0.20

0.04

Ê ttr

2 .44
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TABLE 25

Rectal Risks Relative to the SID Risk

Normalized Risk

Plan Ds o , o CPF Lymllol À 1 SID VCCP LymWoì- B

Uneq
Uneq
Uneq

8000,1 520
8000,1220
7500 ,750

0 "9760.983
0.986

0.986
0.991
0.994

1 .000
1 .000
1 .000

1 060
038
029

1

1

1 .556
1 "687
1.981

Eq
Eq
Eq

8000,1520
8000 ,1220
7500,750

0
0
0

974
982
982

0
0
0

984
989
991

1 000
000
000

1

1

1 " 065
1 .043
1 .036

1

1

534
666
954'I
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TÀBLE 26

S1ice, Interpolation and Complete Risks

S1 ice Bladder
SID VCCP

Rectum
SID VCCP

+5
+4
+3
+2
+1

0
-l
-¿
-3

0.0029
5"5717
8. 1 599
7.7465
6.6618

0.0028
5.7735
I "5777
8.15s6
7.0185

1.7737
1 "7 282
9.1249

1 0.1 904
1 3.5885
13.3972
1 4 .0969

1.8478
1 .7 916
9.8017

10.7410
14.2010
13 .97 18
1 4.8500

I nterpolated
Comb i ned
Àve ra ge

6
6
5

0203
0469
6286

6
6
R

3509
3667
9056

I
I
9

8026
0812
1285

9
I
9

3341
5653
600 7

The sID and vccp risks of the bladder and rectum are cal-curated for each slice as if it was a comprete organ. Theseare denoted by their slice number. The interpoÍated risksare cafcul-ated using every other slice thus 5r 3, and 1 forthe bladder while +3, +1, -1, and -3 for the rectum. The
combined includes all slices the organ is present up to a
maximum of 7. The average of the individuar risks is calcu-lated for comparison purposes.



Chapter VI I

CONCLUSION

The following conclusions are derived from resul_ts which

do not exceed the clinical range (< 15% complication rate)

and are not affected by the assumption that the bladder and

rectum are solid organs.

As shown by the results of the theoretical dose distribu-
tions all algorithms do converge and are stable if a suf f i-
cent number of steps eval-uate the dose-volume histogram.

Not all algorithms were egually sensitive to variations of

the dose-volume histogram. The LymWol B and VCCp are more

sensitive and reguired a smaller 1%Mrr than the other algor-
ithms. Indeed for the LymWol B algorithm a s%t{II was pro-

posed instead.

The order of the algorithms by increasing risk is: CpF,

SID, VCCP and LymWol B. The relative position of the LymWoI

Ar is a function of the PLC. Surprisingly, if the LymWoI B1

risks are excluded then the risks calculated for the same

dose-volume histogram, tissue response data, and dose

response equation are ç¡ithin 15% of each other.

To estimate the 1"/"l4I"I of clinical dose distributions the

RANGE was shown to be an unreliable parameter whereas the

154



EXRÀNGE results agreed !¡ith
Lymtiol Àr, and SID algorti
increments 4% and less.
increments whereas even the

physicaJ.J.y meaningful is
algorithm.
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those of section 6.7. The CpF,

hms converge suff icently for dose

The VCCP reguired smaller dose

smallest dose increment which is
not sufficent for the LymWol B

The Lymwol algorithms were compared for approximating the

dose distribution within a dose step by Doì and Dî and the

resuÌts proved that D¡ is preferably for Lymwol À even for
1% dose increments. Note: the %aífference between Lymwol Ao

and À r risks f or 1% dose increments $¡as up to j2%. There-

fore the Lymwor A argorithm shourd be redefined to use D¡

instead of Doi and the original definition as proposed by

Lyman and Þiolbarst l45l appears questionable.

Excluding the Lymwol B algorithms, the relative agreement

of the risks of the other algorithms is within 15% which

must be must be ranked with respect to the % differences of

other variables investigated. Generally by increasing order

of importance they are:

Risks from different dose increments can agree

within 2% provided of course they are smal:- (4%

the target dose),

Interpolation for missing sl-ices agreed within 11% of

the volumetric risk for 1% dose increments. Note:

this is determined from limited results and therefore
is an estimate.

'1"

a
L.

to

of



3. Different approximations of the

step ( Do¡ and Di ) agree r+ i th i n

ments 1% of. the target dose.

Ri sks f rom di f ferent algor i thms

1% dose increments.
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dose within a dose

12% for dose incre-

agree within 15% for

volumetric risks can differ substantially (>so%) from

the risks of individual slices.
Risks from the same argorithm but different sets of
tissue response data can differ substantiarly (>so%).

Thus currently the choice of the risk algorithm is not crit-
ical.

The cPF aì-gorithm has two limitations. First, the total
risk as noted in 5.2 for histograms of two dose steps or
more is always a linear function of the partial voLumes; not
intuitivery expected for all circumstances. second, the sID
algorithm although more complex is more mathematicalry pre-
cise. For risk analysis there is no advantage of evaluating
both the cPF and sID risks so the cpF algorithm is not
recommended for further research.

Às noted in section s"z the Lymwol B algorithm is discon-
tinous for a simple two step histogram which demonstrated

the algorithm fails for smal1 partial volumes and overesti-
mates the risk. The Lymwol B risk was significantry higher
for linear and clinical dose-volume histograms. The Lymwol

B risk is more sensitive to variations in the dose-volume

4"

tr

6"
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shown in section 6"7 even the smal-1est

increment which is physicalry significant is not sufficent
to ensure aggreement to 5% of its converged risk. concl_u-

sions are suggested to be drawn from the Lymwol B results
with caution" Provided the assumptions of the risk anaì_ysis

models are valid the Lymwol B algorithm courd be used as an

upper limit but the lack of convergence questions this
approach. À11 considered the Lymwol B algorithm is strongly
not recommended for further research.

The vccP proposed as a possibte risk analysis algorithm
compares well with the other algorithms. But if the intro-
duction of another risk anarysis method with the same basic
assumptions has no benefit then there is no obvious reason

to do so.

Both the vccP and Lymwol À 1 use the pLE to account for
the volume effect. The pl,c of the vccp is defined by egua-

tion (4.4) whereas the pl.c of the Lymwor À algorithm is a

separate variable. Thus the sID and vccp argorithms predict
the same volume effect for two comprications with the same

value of s whereas the Lymwol A al-rows for the possibility
of different volume effects" In this respect the Lymgiol A

appears more reasonable but only furhter research wirl clar-
ify this point. Àn advantage of the sID is the pLE is not

used since the PLE breaks down for doses which produce sig-
nificant incidences of complication to the whole organ.
However given the current state of the tissue response data
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t.he requiremenL of a comprete dose response eguation balanc-
es this advantage. Further research into the agreement of
the Lymwor A1 and sID argorithms as a function of the pl.c is
recommended.

ÀLthough results of section 6.10 are limited (dose dis-
tributions of two organs) the evaluation of risk from the
dose distribution of one srice is not recommended whereas

further research is recommended to determine the applicabil-
ity of interporating the dose-vorume histogram from every
second slice. currently, the time reguired to contour and

calcurate the dose distribution of each slice must be

reduced for risk anarysis to be convenient clinicaJ_1y.

It appears from the resurts of section 6.9 that alterna-
tive dose distributions of an organ can be ranked and thus
the risk analysis algorithms can be appried as volumetric
score functions. However the clinical outcome of organ dose

distributions cannot be determined within a reasonable 1evel
of accuracy and therefore in generar alternative treatment
plans cannot be ranked objectivery. The greatest hindrance
to determining the crinical outcome of an organ dose distri-
bution is the tissue response data. The current accuracy of
clinicar data will not improve unless concentrated efforts
are pursued such as the recent tissue response data pub-
lished for the 1ung [eO and 61] 

"
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until the clinical outcome of organ dose distributions
can be deterrnined the appricabirity of. risk anarysis to
ranking alternative treatment plans remains limited; however

as vol-umetric score functions the risk algorithms could be

compared with the established rnethods of evaruating treat-
ment plans 

" Thus the risk algorithms are recommended as

volumetric score functions and as such many endevours are

possibl-e" But rittle wourd be gained by caLculating more

than one of them. one project could be the combination of
risk analysis for organ dose distributions with score func-
tions for target dose distributions llZl to evaluate alter-
native treatment plans.
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APPENDIX 5. 1

The dose-volume histogram of a linear dose distribution
generated from an infinite number of dose steps carculates

the equations of table 1 expressed in integral form. The

successive approximations to the linear dose distribution of

increasing number of histogram steps should calculate risks
which converge to the integral va1ue. For example the inte-
gral value of equation 3 "2:

Z D¡v¡

is:
lo bv=I ( D/{omax-ominJ)b¡

The integration yields:

Dmax

l1l(pmax - omin)l l(1/2) o2l

Dmi n

which becomes:

(1/2) l1l(omax - omin)l (Dmax2 - Ðmin2)

This can be expanded to:
(1/2)tl/ (Dmax - omin)l (Dmax - Dmin)(Dmax + Dmin)

which reduces to:
(Dmax + Dmi n) /2

Note: bv = bo,/(Dmax - omin)
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ÀPPPENDIX 5"2

The input variables of STEP are:

1. The tissue response data Dso and o of the LymWol À

and B equations. (Note: the pLC of the VCCp equals

the reciprocal of k. )

2. The PLC of the LymWol-A and B equations.

3. D. ( refer to f igure 23) .

4. D-**(refer to figure 23) which has a default value

of : Dc. + (o) *0.5

5. the set of histogram steps for which the risks of

complication are calculated. These have the follow-
ing default values i 2, 2, 4 2 5, 8, 1 0, 20, 40, 50,

1 00, 125, 200 , 500, 1 000
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Flowchart of STEP

The fl-owchart is divided into two parts. one on this
page and then continued on the next.

lnout D
50

ano 0

Calculate s and k of VCCP

algorithm

lnput k of
LymWol algorithms

lnoutD andD \'cma)

lnput values of'
dose steps

Calculate risk of D , D
and D min 

max c

Type out header: I
first 6 rows of table c
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/ Loop.to.r each \* set of dose steps
\

lnitialize risks

Calculate the dose
increment and sub-
volume of the steps

r^t
e.elJ

Calculate dose of cur

rent step, its probit
and risk

Calculate partial
of CPF, SID and

risks
VCCP

Combine first 2 dose
steps into a single step
by LymWolA and B,
and calculate risk of
new dose step

Stop
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APPEND]X 6 "1

The dose distribution file contains the dose matrix plus

other revelent paramters. Those HSTRSK reads from the disc

are:

1. the dose matrix. The point doses of a maximum grid
of 46 by 41 or less are stored in the file in thera-
plan units, which are converted to cGy if the target
and normalization dose is known.

2" the horizontal and vertical- calculation griC limits
in cm.

3. X and Y grid increments in cms.

The contour file data required by HSTRSK are:

1 " the number of contours which includes the external
contour.

2. the number of points of each contour" The contour is
closed by using the same point as the first and last.

3" the coordinates of the contour points"
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ÀPPENDIX 6 "2

Title, a 20 character string identifying the output

of a run of HSTRSK.

Nornarization dose. The dose in theraplan units (see

Àppendix 61) of the 100% isodose.

Dose (cGY) prescribed to the target volume by the

radi otherapi st .

Number of CT slices in the volume

maximum was arbitarily set at 7.

of interest, the

The cr slices within the volume of interest not used

by HSTRSK to enabre interpolation for missing sl-ices.
The number of internal contours; that is the highest

contour number of the organs for which risk analysis
is to be carried out. For example, if there are 5

internal contours but the risks of contours 4 and 5

are not desired, the entry is 3.

The known volume (cm3) of any contour outside of the

volume of interest so that the totar volume of the

contour can be computed. There shourd be no signifi-
cant dose in the volume outside of the region of
interest.

tr

a¿.

6.

7"

8.

q

Thickness of the CT slices (cm), which

same for all slices.
The tissue response data; which includes

o of the complication of the organ and

PLC. Ideally, the tissue response data

must be the

the Dso and

the LyrnWoJ-

should be
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specified by the Radiotherapist before the treatment

planning stage (refer to figure 1) and then stored in

a library for reference.

10. Isodose step, the size of the dose step of the histo-
gram.

11 " The name of the contour and dose distribution files
required by HSTRSK.
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ÀPPENDIX 6.3

Flowchart of HSTRSK part I

lnput Variables

Loop for each
CT slice

Calculate Area of
Contour

Calculate Thickness

Calculate Absolute
volume of isodose

Calculate Minimum
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Flowchart of HSTRSK part II

Risk algorith

Read Absolute
volumes from disc

Calculate relative
volume of each
absolute volume

Calculate each
partial risk or
reduce histogram

Calculate total Risk


